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In 1994, then Secretary of Defense William Perry directed the military services (Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps) to begin the process of reinventing their acquisition systems and policies. One of the most important elements of the “Perry Initiatives” was the elimination of all military specifications (milspecs) and standards from use in military acquisition. At the request of the Army, this study examines three policy questions:

- Is military specification and standard reform being implemented successfully by Army acquisition bureaucrats?

- What factors or determinants affect the willingness and ability of Army acquisition employees to implement milspec and standard reform?

- Having assessed implementation to date and understanding better what determines bureaucratic behavior, how can the Army best affect the underlying beliefs and perceptions of its personnel in order to influence behavior in support of milspec and standard reform?

To address these questions, this study applies a theoretical model of volitional behavior—called the theory of planned behavior (TPB)—to bureaucratic behavior in the Army. Based on information developed through expert interviews, a survey of Army personnel, and the application of the TPB model, the study presents a series of comprehensive recommendations on how to improve current implementation efforts.
This report is based on a dissertation accepted by the RAND Graduate School in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Policy Analysis. It will be of interest to Army personnel involved with acquisition reform and its support within the Army. A related report, *Facilitating Effective Reform in Army Acquisition* (DB-233-A), by James N. Dertouzos, Conrad Peter Schmidt, Beth A. Benjamin, and David Finegold, was published in 1998. The research was sponsored by the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Acquisition, Logistics, and Technology) and the Army Materiel Command, and was conducted in the RAND Arroyo Center’s Force Development and Technology Program. The Arroyo Center is a federally funded research and development center sponsored by the United States Army.
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Recent efforts to "reinvent" government have extended to the acquisition system of the Department of Defense (DoD). In 1994, then Secretary of Defense William Perry directed the military services (Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps) to begin the process of reinventing their acquisition systems and policies. An important element of the "Perry Initiatives" was the elimination of all military specifications (milspecs) and standards from use in military acquisition. Traditional milspecs and standards were to be replaced with performance-based specifications.

The Department of the Army (Army) took the lead in implementing the new policy, directing its employees to discontinue using all milspecs and standards. By late 1994, however, Army leadership found resistance to this policy from within the acquisition work force. Although the directive appeared clear—eliminate all milspecs and standards from use—Army leadership noted that milspecs and standards were still finding their way into requests for proposals (RFPs) and statements of work (SOWs) at the core of the acquisition process. Having adopted the initiatives and seeking to implement them fully, Army leadership was interested in learning why the rank and file of the acquisition work force was not embracing the reforms. In addition, the Army was interested in identifying ways to "incentivize" or improve implementation of milspec and standard reform.

Based on information developed through expert interviews, a survey of Army personnel, and the application of a theoretical model of volitional behavior—called the theory of planned behavior (TPB)—this study identifies the key determinants of reform behavior, as-
sesses current implementation policies, and offers a series of recommendations for improving them.

As the theory of planned behavior predicts, bureaucratic behavior in the Army turns out to be a direct function of behavioral intentions to reform and perceived behavioral control (institutional rules). It is also an indirect result of attitudes (self-interest) and subjective norms (social controls). Therefore, this study argues that Army efforts to promote reform behavior within the acquisition work force should focus first on increasing the intentions of the work force to reform. This is accomplished by changing their attitudes and subjective norms. Second, acquisition personnel will be more likely to behave in accordance with reform if they believe that the institutions and the environment facilitate the elimination of milspecs and standards.

This study further demonstrates that variations in reform behavior across the work force are a function of personal factors, such as an employee’s career group, experience, organizational affiliation, and training. Specifically, when compared to military members of the acquisition work force—who are the most supportive of reform—three civilian career groups (engineering, quality assurance, and logistics) show less intent to eliminate milspecs and standards and ultimately exhibit less reform behavior. Similar results are found for employees with over 20 years’ experience as compared to those with under 20 years’ experience: the former have more negative attitudes toward milspec and standard reform. Conversely, employees affiliated with the program management office have higher attitude and subjective norm values when compared to those affiliated with matrix organizations. Finally, employees who attended Road Show IV, a training program focusing on procedures to eliminate milspecs and standards, and employees who have received Integrated Product Team (IPT) training have stronger (higher and more supportive) attitude values. Attending traditional acquisition management courses appears to have no effect on attitude, subjective norm, or perceived behavioral control.

While these conclusions provide valuable information on how the determinants of reform behavior vary across the work force, and thus the location of resistance within the work force, they do not tell us
why the attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control values of these groups differ. To develop this information, this study examines how underlying beliefs and perceptions about milspec and standard reform vary between different elements of the work force.

First, with respect to attitudes of the work force toward reform, the study finds the following:

- Those with positive attitudes toward reform (military and contracting personnel) tend to believe that positive outcomes, such as a reduction in program costs or an increase in product quality, will result from milspec and standard reform. Those with negative attitudes are less willing to believe that these positive outcomes are likely. Similarly, those with positive attitudes are less willing to believe that negative outcomes (such as an increase in long-term life cycle costs) will result from reform, while those with a negative attitude see these outcomes as more likely.

- Nonmilitary personnel (engineering, quality assurance, and logistics personnel) tend to value the goals of reform (or desired outcomes such as a reduction in program costs and/or attracting commercial firms to defense work) less, contributing to their more negative attitude toward milspec reform.

- Differences in attitude between military and nonmilitary employees relate largely to differences in beliefs related to programmatic outcomes (such as product quality and cost), rather than personal outcomes (such as an increase in workload or a reduction in personal authority).

- The relatively more negative attitude of personnel with over 20 years' experience (compared to those with under 20 years' experience) is related to their belief that sustainment will be made more difficult as a result of reform.

- The relatively more negative attitude of matrix personnel (compared to program management personnel) is related to their belief that milspec reform will not result in reductions in program costs and is likely to reduce their authority in the acquisition process.
Second, with respect to the impact of social controls on reform behavior, the study finds the following:

- Military personnel are more likely to view various referent groups as supportive of reform, while the nonmilitary career groups (with the exception of contracting personnel) are more likely to view referents as opposed to reform. Negative attitudes are most pronounced in the quality assurance group.

- Immediate referents (such as supervisors, program managers, and co-workers) are viewed as less supportive of reform by the civilian career groups and the matrix personnel in general.

- Military personnel are more likely to view Army acquisition leaders (Assistant Secretary of the Army for Research, Development, and Acquisition; and Program Executive Officers) as supportive of reform and are generally more willing to comply with these leaders than are civilian employees (engineering, quality assurance, and logistics personnel).

- Matrix personnel are more motivated to comply with matrix leadership on reform issues.

Third, with respect to institutional rules, the study finds the following:

- Nonmilitary employees (engineering, quality assurance, and logistics personnel) perceive environmental and organizational factors as more constraining of their ability to eliminate milspecs and standards. Military personnel view these factors as facilitating reform behavior.

- Specifically, civilians view reform policy factors (such as the training provided, information on how to eliminate milspecs and standards, the discretion provided, and information on how to work without milspecs and standards) as inadequate or constraining of the ability to eliminate milspecs.

- Civilians also view environmental factors (such as acquisition laws, availability of funds, acquisition regulations, standard operating procedures, time available, the skills of others, and the human resources available) as more constraining of reform behavior than do military personnel.
Finally, the study assesses the effects of training on the underlying beliefs and perceptions contributing to reform attitude and subjective norm. The following conclusions emerge from this analysis:

- Employees who have attended IPT and Road Show IV training are more likely to believe that milspec reform will result in positive outcomes (such as a reduction in program costs). These beliefs support a more positive attitude toward the elimination of milspecs and standards.

- IPT training appears to convince participants that important referents (such as immediate referents and Army leadership) are supportive of milspec reform. It also appears to improve their motivation to comply with these referents.

- Participation in Road Show IV does not appear to affect the underlying beliefs and perceptions that determine subjective norms or perceptions of behavioral control. Participation in IPT training does not affect the underlying beliefs and perceptions that determine perceptions of behavioral control. Traditional acquisition management courses have no effect on the underlying determinants of reform-related attitude, subjective norm, or perceived behavioral control.

Clearly, if Army leadership efforts to generate greater support for milspec and standard reform and greater employee compliance with the directive to eliminate milspecs and standards are to be successful, they must seek to change the underlying beliefs and perceptions of civilian employees. This can be done by bringing civilian beliefs into greater alignment with the beliefs of the more supportive and compliant elements of the acquisition work force—namely, military and contracting personnel. Specifically, the study recommends that the Army (1) use and improve existing training programs—IPT and Road Show IV training—to change reform attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control, and (2) target implementation efforts to the resistant elements of the work force, focusing on the alignment of underlying beliefs and perceptions between those employees who are resisting reform and those meeting implementation objectives.
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When we use "the bureaucrat" as an epithet, we have in mind the psychological disassociation of rules about how to do one's job from the injunctions of everyday common sense . . . Our system of managing in the public sector may rob the people in it of their faculties to such an extent that, like a person on a mind-numbing drug, they no longer even realize that they are missing anything.

—Steven Kelman, *Procurement and Public Management*

The reason most often given for this embarrassment of nonresults [in reforming public agencies] is resistance by the bureaucracy. Of course no one likes to be reinvented by fiat from above.

—Peter F. Drucker, in *The Atlantic Monthly*

This examination of bureaucratic behavior is intended to help policymakers better understand what motivates a bureaucrat to support and enact changes in bureau operating processes and policy. Which factors are important in determining whether or not a bureaucrat will support and implement a major change in policy? To what degree do these factors result from our system of managing in the public sector, and to what degree from other determinants? How can understanding the determinants of bureaucratic behavior assist us in implementing major changes within a bureaucratic organization?
In addressing these questions, this report focuses on the organizations and personnel involved in the acquisition of goods and services for the U.S. Department of the Army (hereafter referred to as the U.S. Army or Army). The U.S. Army is attempting major reform of its acquisition processes. Successful implementation of these changes will rely on the cooperation and discretion of thousands of federal bureaucrats who were inculcated, trained, and fostered within a hierarchical, rule-driven, and some would say excessively risk-averse organization. The challenge is to determine how important this bureaucratic environment is in determining reform behavior.

It is important to note at the outset that the terms “bureaucracy” and “bureaucrat” are used here in their purest sense, as Max Weber meant them to be applied—to denote an organizational system based on hierarchy and rules and those who work within it (Weber, 1962). Throughout the research process, the author has found the bureaucrats within the Army acquisition system to be dedicated, hardworking, and motivated individuals.

OBJECTIVES OF THE REPORT

This report addresses three policy questions:

- Are military specification (hereafter called milspec) and standard reform being implemented successfully by Army acquisition bureaucrats?
- What factors or determinants affect the willingness and ability of Army acquisition employees to implement milspec and standard reform?
- Having assessed implementation to date and understanding better what determines bureaucratic behavior, how can the Army best affect the underlying beliefs and perceptions of its personnel in order to influence behavior in support of milspec and standard reform?

Ideally, the insights gained by answering these questions will provide the Army with more and better information about what motivates its employees and affects their behavior. In this way, current implementation policies can be assessed and improvements suggested.
THE THEORETICAL MODEL

Three sets of factors are hypothesized to affect the willingness and ability of Army acquisition employees to implement reform. These factors are: (1) employees' attitudes toward implementing reform; (2) employees' subjective norms—or the perceived effect of the views of other social referents (colleagues, superiors, interest groups)—toward implementing reform; and (3) employees' perception of behavioral control—or their perception of how factors beyond their control (organizational or environmental factors) affect their ability to implement reform. These factors form the core of the theory of planned behavior (TPB), a widely tested and applied theory from social psychology (Ajzen, 1991).

These three key factors—attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control—are themselves determined by a series of beliefs and perceptions, or underlying subfactors. These subfactors are also examined in order to understand better why employees do or do not support and implement reform. For example, attitudes are derived from evaluations of potential consequences that can result from specific behaviors. If the underlying subfactors related to these consequences are favorable, a favorable attitude results and an employee is more likely to implement reform.

Application of the theory of planned behavior to the problem of reform behavior among Army acquisition employees leads to a behavioral model that identifies the factors affecting bureaucratic decisions, predicts bureaucratic behavior, and allows the development of conclusions and policy recommendations related to the implementation of reform.

DATA COLLECTION AND METHODS

To collect and analyze the data necessary to address the policy questions outlined above, a multimethod research approach was used. The first method involves a series of interviews and case studies within the Army acquisition bureaucracy. These interviews provide data and observations related to the existing reform efforts, the environment (organizational and otherwise) within which the reforms are being attempted, and the motivations and concerns of Army bureaucrats facing the new policies and procedures.
These interviews are then used to develop the second phase of data collection—a comprehensive survey administered to the Army acquisition work force. The survey is designed to provide data on bureaucratic behavior and the various factors and underlying sub-factors postulated to affect behavior. These data allow for the empirical testing of the TPB model.

OUTLINE OF THE REPORT

Chapter Two describes the policy environment within which Army reform is taking place. The 1990s have seen a rise in public-sector reform efforts. These efforts, sometimes called “reinventing government,” try to apply private-sector management techniques to the public sector. In many respects these reforms call for greater innovation and discretion on the part of public agencies and their employees. These same objectives are evident in the Army’s acquisition reform efforts. While these reforms hold promise, there are concerns about the applicability of private-sector techniques for the public sector, as well as the formidable bureaucratic barriers that must be overcome if they are to operate effectively.

Chapter Three examines two broad theoretical approaches to why bureaucracies and bureaucrats operate the way they do across a variety of disciplinary boundaries, including public administration, political science, organizational theory, and economics. Each of the theories considers the prime motivation or objective of the bureaucrat and his/her organization as being either self-interest or institutional rules and constraints. These theories provide a framework for viewing and assessing the functioning of the Army acquisition bureaucracy.

Chapter Four outlines the theory of planned behavior and uses it to establish a notional model of bureaucratic behavior (Ajzen, 1991). This model is used to operationalize and test the determinants of bureaucratic behavior as they apply in the Army acquisition bureaucracy.

Chapter Five first describes the process of data collection, including 84 field interviews with a wide range of acquisition personnel on acquisition reform and milspec and standard reform. These data are useful for identifying the underlying subfactors that may be impor-
tant in determining employees' attitudes, subjective norms, and perceptions of behavioral control. The chapter then describes an Army acquisition survey administered to 3,000 randomly selected members of the acquisition work force.

Chapter Six provides an initial analysis of the state of support for reform, and the state of reform behavior, within the acquisition work force. It also describes the application of the bureaucratic behavior model using the survey data from the Army acquisition work force. This model identifies the importance and relative strength of bureaucratic attitudes, subjective norms (beliefs about referents), and perceptions of behavioral control (how difficult it will be to reform) in the prediction of bureaucratic behavior. In addition, this chapter examines how these three factors vary as a function of a bureaucrat's experience, profession, and other individual characteristics.

Chapter Seven examines the role of underlying subfactors in the formation of bureaucratic attitudes toward milspec and standard reform. Specifically, the underlying subfactors of those who have a favorable attitude toward reform are compared with those employees with a less favorable attitude toward reform. This comparison provides information on why the attitudes of these groups differ and helps us understand why their behavior might differ as well.

Chapter Eight examines another set of underlying subfactors and their impact on the subjective norms held by Army acquisition employees—or what bureaucrats believe important referents want them to do. Specifically, this chapter examines how different members of the acquisition work force view important referent groups. Do some groups believe specific referents support reform while others view these referents as opposed? Comparing the underlying subfactors of those employees with a positive subjective norm to those with a negative subjective norm may make it possible to better understand why behaviors differ.

Chapter Nine examines the role of underlying subfactors in the formation of perceptions of behavioral control—or how difficult bureaucrats anticipate the actual elimination of milspecs and standards to be. Specifically, this chapter compares beliefs about what makes reform hard or easy between those employees who think it
will be easy and those who think it will be hard. Once again, this comparison should help us to better understand how perceptions of control differ and why behavior may vary among elements of the Army acquisition work force.

Chapter Ten examines how different training programs affect the underlying subfactors analyzed in Chapters Seven, Eight, and Nine. Specifically, it examines whether or not employees who have been trained have different underlying subfactors than those who have not been trained, thus identifying the role and usefulness of training in changing employee reform behavior.

Finally, Chapter Eleven draws on the information revealed in Chapters Six through Ten to develop a comprehensive set of recommendations on how the implementation of milspec and standard reform can be improved to better motivate employees to engage in reform behavior.

The appendix presents the analytic methods used to apply the theory of planned behavior to the data collected in this study. A form of causal modeling known as Structural Equations Modeling (SEM)/Latent Variable Modeling (LVM) is employed.
Which statement best reflects your feelings?

The Federal Government is inefficient and needs to undergo the same kind of dramatic restructuring and downsizing that is taking place in the private sector ......................... 44%

The Federal Government has some problems but mainly needs fine tuning to make it more flexible, accountable and user-friendly .............................................. 49%

The Federal Government basically performs well ............. 6%

Not sure ................................................................. 1%

—Business Week/Harris Poll in Business Week

[Reinvention is] about replacing large, centralized, command-and-control bureaucracies with a very different model: decentralized, entrepreneurial organizations that are driven by competition and accountable to customers for the results they deliver.

—David Osborne, interviewed in Harvard Business Review

PUBLIC-SECTOR REFORM EFFORTS

Poll results such as those above are fueling current efforts to reform government in the manner described by Osborne. Reinventing government, as the broader reform effort has come to be known, is debated on both sides of the aisle in Congress, in numerous state legislatures, and by the White House. Reinvention calls for a
reassessment of public management and service delivery with an eye toward improving efficiency and economy in the public sector. It is often hoped that this efficiency will be gained by using private-sector management techniques. Using such techniques is not new, however, and was a major theme of civil service reform efforts during the Reagan Administration. While not necessarily the only source of efforts for reforming the Army acquisition system, the current policy environment in Washington has definitely contributed to favorable trends toward acquisition reform.

The Shifting Paradigm of Public Administration

Current concerns over the cost of government services, and the potential for waste in their provision, have increased the importance of efficiency for government officials and the public. But in many respects the shift to managing for efficiency in the public sector requires the elimination of rules and procedures put in place to assure fairness and equity in public administration.

A case in point is public acquisition and procurement. Many aspects of the government procurement system are complicated and burdensome compared to the contracting/supply relationships of private-sector firms. Elements of the federal acquisition procedures, such as detailed product specifications, government standards, open and fair competition, recompetition, and even federal procurement laws, differ markedly from private practice. They could potentially increase the cost of goods procured by the government and the cost of providing goods to the government. Procurement was a major focus of Vice President Gore’s National Performance Review (NPR), which emphasized simplifying a complicated and burdensome process. While some of these inefficiencies are the result of poor management or outdated procedures, some are probably the price of an equitable process. Indeed, most of these features are the result of efforts to assure fair access to federal procurement contracts and to control fraud, abuse, and graft within the process.

The Role of Empowerment

With the focus on increasing government efficiency, emphasis has also been placed on empowering public officials to make judgments
outside the formal rules and procedures common in a bureaucracy—to 
exercise the common sense that many feel is lacking in bureau-
cracy today. As in the private sector, efforts to reinvent government 
focus heavily on providing bureaucrats with more discretion to make 
decisions and to be entrepreneurial. It is commonly perceived that 
current bureaucratic structures limit the ability, opportunity, and 
incentives necessary for risk-taking and innovative behavior on the 
part of government employees, and that such risk-taking behavior 
will improve the effectiveness and efficiency of government bureau-
cracies. Besides major reductions in the size of the bureaucracy, the 
recently completed NPR emphasized the need for a reduction in red 
tape and the empowerment of federal employees. To make such 
empowerment of federal employees a reality, major changes will be 
required in the structures, rules and procedures, and cultures of 
public agencies that were not designed to provide entrepreneurial or 
empowered bureaucratic behavior. More important, perhaps, major 
changes will be required in the mindsets of bureaucrats.

ACQUISITION REFORM IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

One of the largest federal agencies and the largest federal purchaser 
of goods and services is the Department of Defense (DoD). Its size, 
role in the economy, and reputation (fair or unfair) as a source of 
government waste and abuse make DoD an obvious target for 
reinvention. Indeed, efforts to apply private-sector remedies to 
bureaucratic ills have taken hold at DoD. Under past and current 
leadership, DoD is moving to commercialize its operations and to 
empower its employees, particularly in the area of defense procure-
ment.

The most recent effort to reform defense procurement focuses on 
lowering costs both for the government and its contractors, rather 
than simply emphasizing the prevention of fraud, abuse, and mis-
management as with previous reform efforts. In addition, this round 
of reform emphasizes efficiency, seeking to reengineer internal 
processes and relationships underlying the existing acquisition sys-
tems of the DoD and the military services: the Air Force, Army, and 
Navy/Marine Corps (hereafter referred to as the services). In many 
respects the current DoD reforms seek to mirror efforts to reinvent
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government, and they push for the application of new private-sector-like management reforms.

A variety of initiatives and reforms are under way within DoD. The one addressed in this study concerns the perceived need to unfetter the acquisition system from excessive rules, regulations, and requirements. Specifically, it calls for the discontinuation of the use of military-unique specifications and standards in acquisition and procurement. These specifications and standards are a major element of the DoD procurement process. Specifications generally refer to products and their desired performance attributes; standards generally refer to processes and techniques used to construct/build products to specification. In short, they tell DoD contractors what products to build, and in many cases how to build them.

Defense-unique military specifications (milspecs) and standards are commonly viewed as onerous, complex, costly, and in some instances outdated. To shore up its industrial base with traditionally commercial firms and gain access to their advanced technologies, DoD elected to try to make it easier to engage in the defense business. Toward this goal, the 1994 report Blueprint for Change: Toward a National Production Base calls for the elimination of military specifications and standards in defense acquisition: that is, greater use of performance specifications defining a product based on its performance requirements and less use of how-to specifications telling a contractor which materials, process, and so on must be used in providing a good or service.

This is a major change for a system that has been built on rigid milspecs and standards designed to assure quality and performance. Indeed, by early 1995, Army leadership began expressing concerns that the motivations, incentives, and objectives of personnel in the field may not coincide fully with the objectives of the reforms. As one example, even though program offices were directed to eliminate milspecs and standards from all requests for proposals (RFPs) and statements of work (SOWs) on new Army contracts, RFPs and SOWs were still being written with milspecs and standards included. To monitor compliance, Army leaders had to “scrub” new RFPs to assure that elimination was taking place. This resistance from the field was anticipated, and it underlies the Army’s decision to make the elimination of milspecs and standards mandatory on all new con-
tracts. Contrary to the earlier reforms, a waiver must now be requested to include a milspec or standard in an RFP or SOW.

Eliminating milspecs and standards from Army acquisition relies to a great extent on the concept of empowerment. Without milspecs and standards, individual Army employees will now need to determine the form, fit, and function of the products they buy. In addition, Army personnel will now be required to determine if a product meets performance specifications rather than milspecs and standards. More discretion will be required in determining which suppliers and which products are eligible for consideration in procurement contracts. Finally, employees are more empowered in their role in defining acceptable requirements for contractors and in writing these requirements into contracts. Changes such as these, in the Army and the entire federal bureaucracy, will be difficult.

PUBLIC- VERSUS PRIVATE-SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

The Army's concerns about its ability to carry out reform are not unique—questions abound as to whether bureaucracies can or should be reinvented. While the application of private-sector management techniques to the public sector may seem straightforward on the surface, many observers note that differences between the private and public sectors may complicate this process.

Managerial Constraints

Assuring equity and fairness in the management of public affairs is a major objective for public-sector managers and has been accomplished through two primary means: (1) legal regulation of public managers and (2) direct public accountability and control of public administration. Many laws, such as those in the acquisition and procurement area, are directed at controlling the decisions of public managers. Reforms that emphasize greater discretion and "entrepreneurship" from public officials often fail to recognize that public managers may have very real concerns that they will be prosecuted for violating legal requirements. The legal environment faced by public managers, combined with the emphasis on public accountability, makes for a very risk-averse bureaucracy. Establishing entrepreneurship—a major goal of reinvention—in such
an environment will be hard without some change in the legal and/or political environment within which public managers operate.

Micromanagement

Moving toward greater entrepreneurship in public management is also complicated by micromanagement from Congress and other actors. While corporate boards are sometimes thought to meddle in management decisions, such meddling by Congress in activities of public-sector managers is quite normal. Besides a few self-funded government "corporations," public agencies are funded from the public purse through the annual congressional budget process. Congress authorizes and appropriates the operating and programmatic funds of government agencies. Beyond just allocating funds, committees of Congress have increasingly directed how the funds are to be managed and spent. Micromanagement of agency operations can also take place through the executive branch, which proposes the budgets of its various agencies. Although in many respects the external funding of public activities represents another aspect of public accountability, it is the micromanagement often accompanying the annual appropriation that can frustrate reform efforts. Politics can further complicate reform, since most federal agencies are run by political appointees. These appointees are highly transitory, often not even lasting out the administration that appointed them.

Bureaucratic Self-Interest

Another factor that may contribute to difficulties in implementing change is bureaucratic self-interest. Bureaucrats may resist change efforts out of pure self-interest if the changes threaten their work environment or their compensation, or require them to learn new skills. As Peter Drucker has noted, the failure of change efforts is often attributed to bureaucratic resistance. What causes this resistance, or more specifically, what explains bureaucratic behavior? In large part, resistance can be seen either as the product of the system of managing in the public sector with all its constraints, micromanagement, and political factors, or as the result of self-interested behavior from bureaucrats.
Chapter Three

THEORIES OF BUREAUCRATIC BEHAVIOR

Bureaucracy is not the simple uniform phenomenon it is sometimes made out to be. Reality often does not conform to scholarly theories or popular prejudices.

—James Q. Wilson, *Bureaucracy*

I do not rule Russia; ten thousand clerks do.

—Nicholas I

Quoted in Gordon Tullock, *The Politics of Bureaucracy*

This chapter outlines two basic theoretical approaches to understanding bureaucratic motives and actions. The first theory explains bureaucracy through the rational decisions of individual bureaucrats, and it is derived from economic and organizational perspectives on bureaucracy. The second explains bureaucracy from an institutional perspective based on the internal and external organizational factors that affect behavior, and it is commonly found in the organizational, public administration, and political science literatures. These theories provide a base for the development of a model of bureaucratic behavior in the next chapter. Understanding theories of bureaucracy will allow us to critically examine the Army bureaucracy—determining the extent to which it conforms or diverges from these theories.
THEORETICAL APPROACH ONE: SELF-INTEREST

To understand the behavior of an entire bureaucracy, many scholars have focused on the behavior of individual bureaucrats. These bureaucrats are seen as boundedly rational individuals making decisions based on self-interest maximization in a complex professional environment. Conceptualizing bureaucrats as individuals who base decisions on their perceived self-interests has led to a series of ever more complex hypotheses on what these self-interests are, what exactly bureaucrats seek to maximize, and how this affects bureaucracies and their behavior. Within these theoretical approaches, self-interest and the goals that make it up vary depending on where the bureaucrat sits within the organization, and what personal characteristics he or she brings to the job.

The Budget-Maximizing Bureaucrat

Extending the self-interest perspective on bureaucratic behavior, others have theorized that bureaucrats seek to maximize their agency’s discretionary budgets. While agreeing that bureaucrats hold a variety of personal goals, each of these goals is attainable through increasing the agency’s discretionary budget. Thus, it is in the bureaucrat’s self-interest to work toward budget maximization. It is assumed that by doing so the bureaucrat will be able to attain a variety of subsidiary goals, such as increasing salary, perquisites, reputation, power, patronage, productivity, convenience, and ease of management (Niskanen, 1991).

This budget-maximizing perspective applies to agency executives or senior bureaucrats; it does not attempt to define or predict the behavior of lower-level bureaucrats. The central assumption is that employees at the higher levels of a bureaucracy value relatively more the organizational goals for which they are more or less directly responsible. The variation in goals and defined self-interest across the organization highlights a central aspect of all the self-interest-based theories—divergent interests and their effects on the bureaucratic organization.
Examining Divergent Interests

At the center of the self-interest approach to bureaucratic behavior is the conflict between the personal goals of bureaucrats and the goals of the organization they serve. To the extent that individual bureaucrats share the goals and objectives of the organization, an agency can expect its employees to act in a manner consistent with those objectives. When personal and organizational goals coincide, the organization is likely to be more efficient—experiencing less shirking and non-value-added activity.

Differences in these factors—goals, uncertainty, perceptions, and information—are most likely to be found between upper- and lower-level members of an organization. Once at the top of an organization, bureaucrats are likely to find themselves more directly responsible for agency outcomes—thus their interests and likely their perceptions of reality can be expected to coincide more with the organization. In addition, senior managers have more information on agency goals, objectives, and plans. This information lowers the amount of uncertainty they face—lessening divergent interests.

There is greater conflict and goal divergence within the lower ranks of a bureaucracy because this is where working bureaucrats must reconcile organizational rules with the realities of service delivery and their operating environment. The lower-level workers are more or less separated from organizational objectives. So in some types of agencies, at the bottom of the organization, objectives can appear more abstract and the rules protecting them less applicable, thus allowing greater bureaucrat discretion and greater goal divergence.

Organizations can be classified based on the observability (usually to agency managers) of their outputs and outcomes (Wilson, 1989). Outputs are the things an agency or its employees do to achieve organizational goals or satisfy the agency's mission. In bureaucracies—and public agencies in particular—outputs, outcomes, or both may be unobservable (or difficult to observe) for agency managers. In these situations, agencies or their managers tend to control bureaucratic activity to assure that agency output and outcome goals are achieved. Using Army acquisition as an example, the Army desires effective and reliable weapon systems for use in warfare; this outcome is very hard to observe during peacetime. Army managers
can, however, control the process through which weapons are procured and lay out specific regulations for testing quality and reliability. These outputs include factors such as contracts awarded, milspecs and standards employed and enforced, and the number of tests conducted. Army acquisition is thus an example of observable outputs with a less than fully observable outcome.

Unobservability of agency outputs and outcomes—and the uncertainty that results for agency managers—contributes to creating procedural and process-oriented organizations. These organizations rapidly become regulated, rule-bound, and dominated by standard operating procedures.

Control, Compliance, and the Principal-Agent Framework

Self-interest explanations of bureaucratic behavior ultimately lead to the development of ways to better assure the overlap of personal and organizational interests. Divergent goals imply that maintaining control of bureaucratic behavior will be a significant problem within some bureaucracies. This issue lies at the heart of this research effort. Recognizing the potential for self-interested behavior on the part of employees and the tendency for public bureaucracies to become procedural or process-oriented, agencies must assure appropriate behavior by structuring contracts, rules, incentives, and regulations to elicit desired behavior.

THEORETICAL APPROACH TWO: INSTITUTIONAL RULES AND CONSTRAINTS

Some scholars attribute bureaucratic behavior to the institutional, organizational, and environmental context that bureaucrats operate in, rather than to their self-interest-determined behavior. These theories present a view that situational constraints—such as bureau rules, and external oversight and control—dictate behavior. These situational constraints are broadly defined as rules, or any formal or informal guidelines, controls, or constraints that dictate or influence behavior. For the purposes of this research, rules can be broken down into three broad categories: internal controls, external controls, and social controls that are commonly associated with public agencies.
Internal Controls

Internal controls are put in place by the institution or organization to control or influence the behavior of employees. They include:

- Internal regulations and standard operating procedures, which are at times legally binding and can have a major impact on how work is conducted and how bureaucrats behave;
- Facilitating policies, which are often human resources policies designed to educate, train, and motivate employees to perform desired behaviors; and
- Organizational culture, which can develop around how those goals are to be attained.

External Controls

Many of the constraints that are now an integral part of an agency’s operating environment are externally generated. There are basically three categories of external control:

- Laws and regulations imposed by Congress on the conduct of public management, which constrain and affect bureaucratic behavior;
- Congressional controls on agency budgets, which can affect the behavior of an organization by either constraining or facilitating its ability to fulfill its mission; and
- The Civil Service system of rigid hierarchical controls, which provides the framework within which the bureaucracy is recruited, trained, promoted, and managed.

Social Controls

Social controls can be both internally and externally derived. Unlike the internal and external controls described above, social controls are driven by social relationships and networks and form two distinct categories:

- Social norms (professional and peer group), and
• Interest group pressures.

Social norms include peer approval, loyalty, and professional standards in determining behavior. In cases where there are conflicting organizational goals or a vague mission, bureaucratic behavior may be dictated largely by what is acceptable to key social and peer groupings within the organization. In reality, interest group pressures that affect a bureau may be reduced to Congress and the public. A common theme in the public administration literature is agency capture by an interest group. A "captured" agency will be heavily influenced by its primary interest groups.

A COMBINED FRAMEWORK FOR EXPLAINING BUREAUCRATIC BEHAVIOR

Both of the theoretical approaches described above have some appeal in explaining bureaucratic behavior. While the self-interest approach acknowledges the presence and need for constraints, it implicitly assumes that these constraints are not binding. This situation allows self-interest to be the dominant determinant of behavior. The institutional approach, on the other hand, places much greater emphasis on the power and efficacy of these constraints in controlling behavior. Thus, it implies that rules and routines have been effectively substituted for individual choice and discretion.

As Wilson's quote at the start of this chapter suggests, the issue of bureaucracy is very complex. Various theories have been proposed to explain bureaucratic behavior. By examining the bureaucratic response to reform within the Army acquisition system, we will be better able to assess these complex relationships.
EXPLAINING BUREAUCRATIC BEHAVIOR

Management must pay attention to what goes on in people's heads as well as what happens on their desks.
—Michael Hammer and James Champy, *Reengineering the Corporation: A Manifesto for Business Revolution*

Human beings will behave as they are rewarded for behaving—whether the reward be money and promotion, a medal, an autographed picture of the boss, or a pat on the back. This is one lesson the behavioral psychologist has taught us during the last 50 years.
—Peter F. Drucker, in *Public Interest*

To understand "what goes on in people's heads"—specifically Army bureaucrats' heads, this study employs a model from the field of social psychology—the theory of planned behavior (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991). This model, traditionally used to explain and predict individual volitional behaviors, provides a useful framework for determining the factors important to bureaucratic behavior, and it provides a mechanism for testing the various propositions about bureaucratic behavior previously identified.

The TPB, which is represented graphically in Figure 4.1, postulates that an individual's behavior results first from the intention to perform a given behavior. This intention is in turn caused by three central factors: (1) attitudes toward the behavior; (2) subjective norms, or the perceptions an individual has about the normative beliefs of
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Figure 4.1—The Theory of Planned Behavior

The TPB model posits that three factors directly affect behavioral intentions, and thus indirectly affect behavior. These factors are attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control.

**LINKING THEORY TO REALITY**

The TPB model posits that three factors directly affect behavioral intentions, and thus indirectly affect behavior. These factors are attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control.

**Attitude**

In this study, attitude is determined by the costs and benefits perceived by a bureaucrat to result from eliminating milspecs and stan-
Attitude can be measured in two ways in behavioral research, and both measures are used in this study. The first is through a global measure of attitude, such as a single-survey item asking respondents to indicate whether they have a positive or negative attitude toward performing a certain behavior. The second measure of attitude is constructed by summing the products of outcome evaluations and outcome beliefs for all possible (or measurable) outcomes involved in attitude formation. This is termed a belief-based measure of attitude, and it will be represented in this study by the symbol $ATT$. Since such an assessment of all possible outcomes is virtually impossible, this form of measurement is considered less reliable than the global attitude measure. Nevertheless, TPB researchers often measure attitude using both approaches. The two measurements are then correlated to determine how closely related they are. If this correlation is perfect (i.e., equal to one) then both measures are judged to be interchangeable and reliable.

Global attitude measures and $ATT$ measures will be used to operationalize the role of self-interest in determining bureaucratic decisions. Underlying outcome beliefs and outcome evaluations are the components of the self-interest calculations of bureaucrats. Bureaucrats will tend to have a positive attitude toward reform if their self-interests are served and reform leads to a perceived positive outcome, and a negative attitude if it leads to a negative outcome.

**Subjective Norms**

Subjective norm is a function of a respondent’s beliefs about the normative views and wishes of referents about his/her behavior, and each respondent’s motivation to comply with the views and wishes of each particular referent. The term "referent" is used in this study as a general description of other individuals or groups who may have an effect on a bureaucrat’s (survey respondent’s) decisions or actions. Referents might include peers, colleagues, family, and professional associations—any person or group to which a bureaucrat may refer in making a decision or deciding on a behavior.

As with attitude, subjective norm is often measured in two ways in behavioral research, and both measures are used in this study. The first is a global measure of subjective norm, such as a single-survey item asking respondents to indicate whether referents important to
them desire them to perform a certain behavior. The second measure of subjective norm is constructed by summing the products of normative belief and motivation to comply for all possible referents involved in subjective norm formation. This is often termed a belief-based measure of subjective norm, and it will be indicated in this study by the symbol $SN$. Again, since identification of all possible referents and measurement of associated normative beliefs and motivations is impossible to do in practice, this form of measurement is considered less reliable than the global subjective norm measure. Nevertheless, TPB researchers often measure subjective norm using both approaches. These measurements are then correlated to determine how closely related they are. If this correlation is perfect (i.e., equal to one) then both measures are judged to be interchangeable and reliable.

Subjective norm is used to operationalize the portion of the institutional rules theory of bureaucracy that identifies hierarchy, social norms, and interest group pressures as important determinants of bureaucratic behavior. Hierarchy relates to the impact on behavior of the role of superiors and position in the bureaucracy. Social norms refer to the effect of co-workers/peers and professional interests on behavior. Interest group pressure relates to the effect of external actors—Congress, the public, and others with a stake in a bureaucrat’s actions—on behavior. Each of these function as types of social normative control on the bureaucrat’s behavior.

**Perceived Behavioral Control**

The perceived behavioral control factor measures the effect of rules, regulations, and other imposed constraints that can control a bureaucrat’s behavior. As with attitude and subjective norm, there are two methods of measuring perceived behavioral control that are used in applying and analyzing behavior with the TPB model. The first is a global measure of perceived behavioral control, based on a single-survey item that asks individuals if performing a certain behavior will be hard or easy for them personally. The second measure is the belief-based measure of perceived behavioral control, identified in this study by the symbol $PBC$. This measure is the summation of all possible control beliefs, and, as with the other belief-based measures, the reliability of $PBC$ is affected by the difficulty in mea-
suring control beliefs related to all measurable control factors. But if the global measure of perceived behavioral control is highly correlated with PBC, TPB researchers will use the information on control beliefs to better understand why and how perceptions of behavioral control differ within the population.

Clearly, the TPB is a useful means of operationalizing the constructs included in the theories surveyed previously on bureaucracy and bureaucratic behavior. The attitude factor in the TPB is developed by assessing the personal and professional consequences of reform behavior on the respondent. Thus, it is a useful factor to operationalize the self-interest construct—both for bureaucrats who are personally motivated or for those motivated to meet organizational goals. The effects of referents are operationalized through the subjective norm factor. The role of rules or other factors that constrain or facilitate behavior is effectively operationalized by the perceived behavioral control factor and to a degree by subjective norm. To make these assessments as well as test the model, data were collected from the Army acquisition work force. The collection methods used are described in the next chapter.
A multimethod approach was used to gather the data for this report, including both qualitative data methods (interviews) and the collection of data for quantitative analysis (a comprehensive survey).

This chapter begins by describing the methods used to design and conduct the interviews of Army acquisition personnel, including a description of the relevant outcomes, referents, and controls identified through the interview process. These outcomes, referents, and controls are used to build the survey items used to collect the data in the survey stage. The design and application of the survey are described in the latter portion of the chapter.

FIELD INTERVIEW PROCESS

Construction of the belief-based measures—ATT, SN, and PBC—first requires identification of important or relevant outcomes, referents, and control factors. This identification was based on interviews conducted with employees in the Army's acquisition system, including Army, other government, and defense contractor personnel. There were three objectives for these interviews:

- To develop a better understanding of the Army acquisition system, its organization, and its personnel;
- To gather preliminary data on the extent of reform acceptance and reform-related behavior within the Army; and
To identify relevant outcomes, referents, and controls related to the elimination of milspecs and standards that could affect acceptance of the reforms within the Army bureaucracy.

In 1995 and early 1996, 85 interviews were conducted with acquisition personnel in nine Army program offices. Interviewees were selected in the following way. A list of all Army acquisition programs that had recently written or were preparing to write a Request for Proposal (RFP) under the new acquisition reforms was prepared. Programs were selected from the following categories to assure a wide sample of perspectives across Army organizations, phase of program, and technology:

- **Program Executive Office (PEO)-managed programs.** At least one program from each of the six PEO fields was selected. In 1996 the PEO fields were Field Artillery Systems; Armored System Modernization; Aviation; Combat Support; Command, Control, and Communications; Missile Defense; Intelligence and Electronic Warfare; and Tactical Missiles.

- **Buying command.** At least one program from each of the six major buying commands was selected. In 1996 the major buying commands were Army Materiel Command (AMC) Headquarters; Aviation and Troop Command; Communications and Electronics Command; Missile Command; Simulation and Training Command; and Tank Automotive Command. In addition, the Army Research and Development Center at Picatinny Arsenal in New Jersey was included as a separate buying command, although it is not officially a major buying command.

- **Program phase.** Programs in each phase of acquisition were selected. A simplified listing of the five major program phases used to describe the acquisition process in 1996 is concept definition; demonstration and validation; engineering and manufacturing development; production and deployment; and operations and support.

- **Technology.** Programs embodying both military-unique and nondevelopmental item (NDI) or commercial, off-the-shelf technologies were selected.
Within each program selected, a range of personnel types were inter-
viewed. Interviewees within each program were selected based on criteria designed to maximize the personal perspectives of employ-
ees. Interviewees were selected to cross career fields and seniority levels. Specifically, efforts were made to interview personnel in the following categories:

- **Career field** (including program management, engineering, software engineering, logistics, quality assurance, business man-
agement, contracting, and safety functions) to provide the perspec-
tives of various functional and organizational affiliations;
- **Senior personnel** (including project managers and division chiefs) to provide the views of senior managers;
- **Middle management** (including deputy program managers and branch chiefs) to provide a middle-manager perspective;
- **Line staff** (working-level staff in fields such as engineering, logistics, quality assurance, and contracting) to provide the perspec-
tive of the rank-and-file acquisition employee.

Interviews, with two exceptions, were conducted by a team of two RAND researchers either two-on-one (RAND-on-Army staff) or two-
on-two. A general interview protocol was used to ensure that a stan-
dard line of questioning could be maintained across interviews. This protocol is provided for the reader’s reference in the appendix.

**FIELD INTERVIEW RESULTS**

A primary purpose of the interviews was to generate a list of relevant outcomes, referents, and controls for use in developing a survey for distribution to a wider sample of Army acquisition personnel.

**Relevant Outcomes**

In the interviews a set of outcomes were identified by Army acquisi-
tion personnel as relevant to the elimination of milspecs and standards. Interviewees were asked to provide their perspectives on efforts to eliminate milspecs and standards, as well as on the reform process in general. The outcomes identified can be categorized into
programmatic outcomes—or those related to the weapon system or acquisition program—and personal outcomes, such as job satisfaction, workload, remuneration, etc. A total of 23 relevant outcomes were identified: 16 related to programmatic outcomes and 7 related to personal outcomes. These are listed in Table 5.1.

Based on these outcomes, corresponding survey items were developed to measure the outcome evaluations and outcome beliefs of whether a respondent thinks the outcome is desirable or undesirable and whether the outcome is likely or unlikely.

**Table 5.1**

**Relevant Outcomes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programmatic/ Organizational Outcomes</th>
<th>Personal Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Reduce program costs</td>
<td>• Improve my career opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improve project quality</td>
<td>• Increase the work required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Make program management easier</td>
<td>• Increase my chances of getting a cash award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Make systems less stable</td>
<td>• Make me responsible for problems that arise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reduce program delays</td>
<td>• Require my learning new skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improve my ability to meet work objectives</td>
<td>• Increase my responsibilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increase the chances of a contract award protest</td>
<td>• Reduce my authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Make sustainment more difficult</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reduce competition in the spares market</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increase life cycle costs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increase conflict with contractors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Make material release harder to attain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Encourage commercial firms to do government work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increase conflict with the “user”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increase the amount of fraud in the system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increase cooperation with contractors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Relevant Referents

Based on the interviews, 19 referents—peers, superiors, and interest groups—were identified as being important to Army acquisition bureaucrats in their work place decisions. These referents are persons or groups commonly mentioned as being important in an employee’s decision to eliminate milspecs and standards. They are located both internal to and external to the Army acquisition system. External referents are any interest groups outside the Army acquisition community, including upper-level DoD personnel. The referents most commonly mentioned in the interview process are shown in Table 5.2.

For each of these referents, survey items are designed to measure normative beliefs and motivations to comply: whether a respondent thinks a given referent is likely or unlikely to support milspec and standard reform and whether the referent is perceived as important or unimportant in personal work place decisions.

Table 5.2
Referent Groups Important for Determining Subjective Norm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal Referents</th>
<th>External Referents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Secretary of the Army (ASA(ALT))</td>
<td>• Secretary of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Program executive officer (PEO)</td>
<td>• OSD staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Commander AMC</td>
<td>• Test community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Commander of buying command</td>
<td>• The user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Supervisors</td>
<td>• Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Program/project managers</td>
<td>• Congress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Co-workers</td>
<td>• The public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Quality assurance personnel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Engineering personnel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Contracting personnel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Logistics personnel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Configuration management personnel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Relevant Controls

Respondents to the interviews identified the impact of rules and regulations on their reform behavior. Based on this information a list of relevant control factors—factors that were viewed as preventing or facilitating the elimination of milspecs and standards—was compiled. This list is shown in Table 5.3.

THE ARMY ACQUISITION SURVEY

The information about relevant outcomes, referents, and control factors identified in the interview process was used to construct an original survey for distribution to a larger and broader sample of respondents. This survey was designed and used as the primary data-collection method of this study. It was designed specifically to measure the factors included in the TPB model, including reform behavior, reform intention, attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control. In the case of attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral controls, both global and belief-based measures of each factor are derived from the survey. Some items are designed to measure global factors. Belief-based measures require multiple items. Two survey items are required for each outcome or referent: outcome beliefs and evaluations, and normative beliefs and motivations to comply, respectively. For each control factor, a control belief must be measured.

Table 5.3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Factors</th>
<th>Rules and External Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Training provided</td>
<td>• Federal acquisition laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Information on implementing reforms</td>
<td>• Army rules and regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Information on working without milspecs and standards</td>
<td>• Standard operating procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Discretion provided</td>
<td>• Amount of time available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Human resources available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Funds available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Skills of others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The survey contained 118 items in four sections. The first section was used for global measures of reform behavior and reform intention. In this section, respondents were asked to indicate the extent to which they had discontinued using milspecs and standards and the extent to which they supported the policy and intended to continue to comply with it. The second section asked questions used to derive global and belief-based measures of attitude toward reform. This included questions about outcome evaluations and outcome beliefs related to the 23 outcomes shown in Table 5.1. The third section asked questions used to derive global and belief-based measures of subjective norms toward reform. This included questions about normative beliefs and motivations to comply related to the 19 referents shown in Table 5.2. The final section measured global perceived behavioral control and the components of reform PBC: underlying control beliefs related to the 11 control factors listed in Table 5.3.

The overall response rate for the Army Acquisition Survey was 59 percent. The majority of responses were received after an initial mailing: 47 percent (1,412 responses). An additional 12 percent (362 responses) were received after the follow-up mailing. Overall, the response rate was fairly uniform across career groups, ranging from 57 percent for contracting personnel to 63 percent for military personnel. The uniform response rate suggests that no single group dominated the survey responses.
This chapter addresses three sets of questions:

- What is the current state of support for reform within the acquisition work force? Are employees acting in accordance with milspec and standard reform, i.e., are they behaving as desired by Army leadership?

- How well do the data collected from the acquisition work force fit the TPB model of bureaucratic behavior discussed in Chapter Four? Is the TPB model able to predict reform behavior within the work force, and what can it tell us about which factors are important in determining behavior?

- Do the attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral controls vary in any systematic way across the acquisition work force (as might be suggested by bureaucratic theory)?

ASSESSING SUPPORT FOR MILSPEC AND STANDARD REFORM AND REFORM BEHAVIOR

A primary objective of this study is to assess the degree to which milspec and standard reform is supported and implemented by the Army acquisition work force.

In the Army Acquisition Survey, two specific items were included related to (1) the level of support a respondent felt toward the policy to eliminate all use of milspecs and standards and (2) the degree to which a respondent had eliminated milspecs and standards from use in RFPs, SOWs, and contracts (a measure of behavior). Examining
responses to these items allows an assessment of overall levels of support and behavior within the work force. They also allow for assessment of the relationship between support and behavior, and its implications for the modeling approach pursued in this study.

Respondents to the survey were asked to indicate the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with the following statement: "I support the elimination of milspecs and standards." The majority of respondents (66 percent) supported the reform, and only 34 percent of the respondents did not support the reform. To measure reform behavior, respondents were asked to indicate the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with the following statement: "I no longer use milspecs and standards in my job." Similar to support levels, the majority (approximately 65 percent) of the respondents agreed that they had eliminated the use of milspecs and standards.

With regard to the relationship between support and behavior, while supporters are more likely to comply with the reform than not, support is not the only factor affecting behavior. This is consistent with the theory of planned behavior, which includes the concept of support (i.e., the attitude factor) as only one of the factors that ultimately determine intentions and behavior; subjective norms and perceived behavioral control are the others. While the work force may be "supportive" of reform, high support levels may not translate readily into the desired reform behavior.

PREDICTING REFORM BEHAVIOR

How well do the data gathered from the Army acquisition work force on milspec and standard elimination fit the theory of planned behavior? What can this model tell us about the factors important in determining bureaucratic behavior? To answer these questions, the theory of planned behavior is applied to the survey data using a form of causal modeling known as Structural Equations Modeling (SEM)/Latent Variable Modeling (LVM). This modeling and the accompanying analysis are described in detail in the appendix.

In sum, the TPB model of bureaucratic behavior used here appears to fit the data well. An employee's elimination of milspecs and standards can be predicted by that employee's intention to eliminate milspecs and standards and his/her perception of control over this
behavior. In addition, the model shows that the reform intention is in turn predicted by an employee's attitude and subjective norm toward eliminating milspecs and standards.

Starting with the TPB model's exogenous factors (attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control) attitude and subjective norm affect the level of intentions. Perceived behavioral control, while posited in the general model to directly affect both reform intentions and behavior, is estimated here to have a direct effect only on behavior. In predicting intentions, attitude is the largest factor. Its effect on intentions is almost three times as large as that of subjective norm. In predicting reform behavior, both intentions and perceived behavioral control have sizable effects. Intentions have a slightly larger effect on behavior than perceived behavioral control.

The implications of the model are that efforts to promote reform behavior within the work force should focus on increasing reform intentions. This is accomplished by changing attitude and subjective norm. In addition, behavior is affected by perceived behavioral control. Acquisition personnel are more likely to behave in accordance with reform if they feel the institutions and the environment facilitate the elimination of milspecs and standards.

SUBSTANTIATING THEORIES OF BUREAUCRATIC BEHAVIOR

As discussed previously, attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control have a rough correspondence to major theoretical explanations of bureaucratic behavior. In essence, these theories on bureaucracy posit that bureaucratic behavior is primarily the result of either self-interest or institutional rules. According to the TPB, one's attitude toward a behavior is the result of a calculation of the costs and benefits of a behavior. Therefore, attitude corresponds to self-interest. Subjective norm measures the effect of referents or actors in the decision to perform a behavior. Therefore, subjective norm corresponds to the social control element of the institutional rules perspective. Finally, perceived behavioral control measures the degree to which an employee perceives environmental and organizational factors as constraining or facilitating a reform behavior.
Therefore, perceived behavioral control corresponds to the internal and external control elements of the institutional rules perspective.

The model parameter estimates derived here provide support for each of the bureaucratic theories. Each of the factors—self-interest, social controls, and the internally and externally imposed controls of the institutional rules approach—plays a significant role in predicting reform intention and reform behavior. While each factor is significant in its own right, the model provides added insight into the relative strength of each factor and how it affects behavior (either directly or indirectly through intentions).

Self-interest is a strong predictor of bureaucratic behavior through its effect on the formation of behavioral intentions. As this study shows, attitude has a strong effect on the formation of reform intentions—much larger than subjective norm (social controls) and perceived behavioral control (institutional rules). This observation lends support to the approaches to bureaucratic behavior that emphasize the role of self-interest. In general, mean attitude toward reform is positive. Given the positive relationship between attitude and reform intention in the model, this implies that the existing work force attitude is contributing to the intention to reform. It appears that the average member of the acquisition community views the ultimate outcome of milspec and standard elimination as beneficial. This positive attitude leads to an intention to eliminate milspecs and standards.

The social control aspect of institutional rules—subjective norm—also contributes to reform intentions. While less powerful than self-interest in determining intentions, the views of others (referents) are significant in the determination of reform intentions (and thus reform behavior) within the acquisition work force. Mean subjective norm for the acquisition work force is positive, implying that on average, important referents are viewed as in favor of reform. This perceived referent support for reform leads to greater reform intentions and reform behavior.

While self-interest and social controls affect reform behavior indirectly through reform intentions, the perceived effect of institutional rules—perceived behavioral control—is slightly more complicated. The model parameter estimates imply that internally and externally
imposed controls do not have a statistically significant effect on reform intentions. They do, however, have a large and statistically significant direct effect on reform behavior.

While reform intention mediates the effect of self-interest and bureaucratic politics, institutional rules directly affect the ability of acquisition personnel to act on their reform intentions. The fact that mean perceived behavioral control is slightly negative reflects a perception within the work force that institutional rules make it difficult to eliminate milspecs and standards. Given the significant positive relationship between PBC and reform behavior, a negative perception of perceived behavioral control dampens actual reform behavior.

Perceived behavioral control has a strong positive effect on behavior. This provides direct support for the view that institutional rules affect bureaucratic behavior. In fact, the advocates of this explanation of bureaucratic behavior maintain that the purpose of rules is to directly influence behavior. The institutional rules perspective argues that institutional constraints correct for the effect of self-interest, which might divert bureaucratic behavior from what the institution wants. The model parameters support the postulated effect; however, since the value of the PBC measures are negative, the role of rules in this instance appears to hinder the attainment of institutional objectives rather than facilitate them. Acquisition employees tend to feel that it will be hard to implement and work without milspecs and standards; this has a negative effect on their reform behavior.

EXPLAINING DIFFERENCES IN REFORM INTENTIONS AND BEHAVIOR

As described previously, the theory of planned behavior further posits that attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control represent the summation of a set of products of underlying subfactors. These underlying subfactors are actually what determine attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control. Importantly, the results of this study indicate that attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control vary across certain dimensions, including an employee's career group, experience, organiza-
tional affiliation, and training. These differences are described in detail below.

**Career Group**

Results indicate that career group is an important determinant of attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control. Specifically, when compared to the military members of the acquisition work force, three civilian career groups—engineering, QA, and logistics—have significantly lower attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control values. This implies that these career groups will have less intent to eliminate milspecs and standards than military personnel and, ultimately, will exhibit less reform behavior than military personnel.

**Experience Level**

Results show that an employee’s experience level is an important determinant of his/her attitude toward reform. Specifically, employees with over 20 years’ experience on average have lower attitude scores than employees with under 20 years’ experience. This lowering of attitude implies lower intention to reform, and ultimately less reform behavior.

**Organizational Affiliation**

Results show that an employee’s organizational affiliation is an important determinant of his/her attitude and subjective norm toward reform. Employees who are affiliated with the program management (PM) office rather than the matrix are predicted to have higher attitude and subjective norm levels. Based on these results, we can expect PM personnel to have greater reform intentions and ultimately exhibit more reform behavior.

**Training**

Results show that jointly the three training variables have a significant effect on the level of reform attitude in the acquisition work
force. Three types of training were assessed, namely traditional acquisition training, IPT-related training, and Road Show IV.

The acquisition training variable, which measures participation in any formal acquisition-related training within the Army, is not important for reform attitude, subjective norm, or perceived behavioral control. By extension, formal acquisition training does not have an important effect on an employee's intention to eliminate milspecs and standards or his actual elimination of milspecs and standards. It is important to keep in mind that formal acquisition training is not specific to milspec and standard reform. Its intent is not to cause greater reform behavior within the work force, but to train employees in acquisition management.

IPT-related training is designed to facilitate the formation and use of integrated product or process teams within the Army. Results show that participation in such training has a statistically significant effect on attitude and subjective norm: it increases them. Employees who have undergone IPT training have significantly higher attitude and subjective norm scores; thus, these employees should have greater reform intentions and exhibit more reform behavior.

Finally, participation in the Army's Road Show IV program is significantly related to higher attitude scores. Road Show IV was specifically designed to educate employees on the major reform initiatives, including milspecs and standards elimination. Results show that employees who participated in Road Show IV had a significantly more positive attitude toward eliminating milspecs and standards. This should translate into more reform intention and behavior.

To understand better why these differences in attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control (and by extension different intentions and behavior) develop across groups, traditional TPB research examines the underlying subfactors and their differences. Furthermore, by studying how the underlying subfactors of groups differ, we can identify which subfactors need to be changed in order to give groups similar subfactors and thus, if the model is accurate, similar behaviors. The next three chapters analyze the differences in underlying subfactors that explain variation in attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control.
Up to now this study has used global measures of attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control to analyze reform intention and behavior. This chapter describes how belief-based measures of attitude can be used to better explain how reform attitudes differ within the acquisition work force.

MEASURING BUREAUCRATIC ATTITUDES

There are two measures of attitude in TPB research: global attitude measures and belief-based attitude measures. Global attitude measures are single items on a survey, such as questions asking individuals if they believe a behavior is desirable or undesirable. A global attitude measure incorporates the assessment of all relevant outcome beliefs (B) and outcome evaluations (E). For this reason it is often considered to be the most reliable measure of attitude. Such measures do not, however, allow the examination of these underlying subfactors—outcome beliefs and outcome evaluations—and their role in attitude formation.

Belief-based measures of attitude do allow the examination of underlying subfactors. In the TPB, one's attitude toward a behavior is defined as one's evaluation of whether or not performing a given behavior is beneficial or harmful to one's self-interest (defined either personally, organizationally, or in some combination). Determination of whether a given behavior is beneficial or harmful results from the assessment of all the potential outcomes—good and bad—that can result from it (specifically in this study, eliminating milspecs and standards). For example, one possible outcome of milspec and stan-
standard reform is a reduction in program costs. Such an outcome can be more or less important to an employee depending on whether his or her self-interest is weighted toward personal or organizational goals. The assessment of such an outcome is made up of two subfactors:

- Outcome evaluation \((E)\), defined as how good or bad a potential outcome resulting from reform behavior—reduction in program costs—is assessed to be; and
- Outcome belief \((B)\), perceptions of how likely or unlikely it is that a given behavior will result in a given outcome—a reduction in program costs.

The assessment of a single outcome, and its contribution to the attitude toward a behavior, is given by the product of its outcome evaluation and outcome belief (the \(B \times E\) product). Belief-based attitude is defined simply as the summation of all relevant \(B \times E\) products:

\[
ATT = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (B_i \times E_i) .
\]

\(ATT\) is the belief-based or subfactor-determined measure, and \(n\) is the number of relevant outcomes. The subscript \(i\) indexes the relevant outcomes. In this study, 23 potential outcomes of eliminating milspecs and standards were included; they are listed in Table 5.1. A limitation to this approach is that researchers must identify all relevant outcomes and measure the underlying subfactors associated with them. Since this is almost impossible to do in practice, belief-based measures are considered less reliable than global measures.

One of the advantages of the TPB model is its identification of the role of underlying subfactors in the formation of attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control—outcome evaluations and outcome beliefs in the case of attitude. Examining these underlying subfactors allows analysis of the specific concerns that are most important in determining attitude and, ultimately, behavior. Traditionally, TPB researchers use the global attitude measures to estimate and fit the TPB model to the data. This provides a test of the applicability of the TPB model to the population under study. They then compare the belief-based \((ATT)\) measure with the global mea-
sures. If the two measures meet a set of comparison criteria, this implies that the underlying subfactors measured are a reliable indicator of the global measure. If the comparison criteria are met, TPB researchers will analyze and examine the underlying subfactors to get a better understanding of how the globally measured attitude is formed.

The data from the Army Acquisition Survey indicate that the global and belief-based attitude measures are comparable. Therefore, we can now examine underlying subfactors to assess where significant differences exist within the acquisition work force.

EXPLAINING DIFFERENCES IN BUREAUCRATIC REFORM ATTITUDES

Underlying outcome beliefs and evaluations are compared across career groups, experience levels, and organizational affiliations. For career groups, we compared underlying subfactors to those of military personnel. Military personnel, along with contracting personnel, have the highest mean global attitudes toward reform. For experience level, comparisons will be made to those employees with under 20 years' experience—the more supportive group when compared to those with over 20 years. For organizational affiliation, comparisons will be made to PM personnel—who are more supportive than their complement, matrix personnel.

In employing this approach we are attempting to better understand why various career groups hold different attitudes. Why do QA personnel, solely as a function of their career group, hold a lower attitude toward reform than military personnel? Analyzing the underlying subfactors, we find that the difference, resulting solely from a QA affiliation, is explained by the fact that QA personnel believe that reform is less likely to increase product quality.

Why do we care about identifying differences in underlying subfactors? These differences provide information on how groups differ (which may in itself be useful), and they also suggest which subfactors may be important in changing attitudes and, then, behavior for certain groups. The ultimate goal of policymakers is compliance with the directive to eliminate milspecs and standards from use. Having identified a group more in compliance than other groups,
such as the military in the example above, we can set a benchmark for other groups. Once we know the underlying subfactors concerning reform that characterize personnel who both do and do not support reform, we have valuable information about how to target subfactors of those who do not support it. If we want less supportive groups—in this example QA personnel—to behave more like the military, we might try to raise their underlying subfactors to the same level. Knowing that the military believe product quality will improve suggests a strategy of convincing QA personnel that product quality will improve.

Five important conclusions can be drawn from the analysis. They are described below.

**Differences in Outcome Beliefs Are Key**

Table 7.1 shows—by career group, experience level, and organizational affiliation—where significant differences in $B \times E$ product exist for each of the 23 potential reform outcomes surveyed. For each outcome, a shaded cell indicates that there was a significant difference in the partial correlation coefficient between the $B \times E$ product and inclusion in the indicated group. In addition, each shaded cell indicates the primary source of the difference in $B \times E$ product. A “B” indicates that differences in outcome beliefs primarily caused it, an “E” signifies that differences in outcome evaluations primarily caused it, and an “E&B” signifies that differences in both outcome evaluations and beliefs were important.

Table 7.1 shows that there is at least one significant difference in the $B \times E$ product for 17 of the 23 potential outcomes. In total, there are 43 cases where the $B \times E$ products differed significantly between a given group and the base group. Of these, 30 were primarily the result of differences in outcome beliefs and 6 were due to a combination of outcome beliefs and outcome evaluations. Clearly, differences in outcome beliefs are critical to understanding differences in reform attitude (the value of the $ATT$ measures) between the groups.

Differences in outcome beliefs are most important in explaining the differences in reform attitude for three civilian career groups: engineering, QA, and logistics. Of these three civilian career groups, the greatest number of significant $B \times E$ product differences exist
Table 7.1
Differences in Belief-Based Measures of Attitude Across Career Group, Experience Level, and Organization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eliminating milspecs and standards will . . .</th>
<th>Engineering(^a)</th>
<th>QA(^a)</th>
<th>Logistics(^a)</th>
<th>Contracting(^a)</th>
<th>Over 20 Years(^b)</th>
<th>Matrix(^c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Reduce program costs</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E&amp;B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Improve product quality</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Make program management easier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Make systems less stable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Reduce program delays</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Improve my career opportunities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Improve my ability to meet work objectives</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Increase the work required</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Increase my chances of getting a cash award</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Make me responsible for problems that arise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Increase the chance of a contract award protest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Make sustainment more difficult</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Comparisons relative to military personnel.
\(^b\)Comparisons relative to under 20 years' experience.
\(^c\)Comparisons relative to program management personnel.

E = B \times E product change results from differences in outcome evaluations (E).
B = B \times E product change results from differences in outcome beliefs (B).
E&B = B \times E product change results from differences in both E and B.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eliminating milspecs and standards will . . .</th>
<th>Engineering(a)</th>
<th>QA(a)</th>
<th>Logistics(a)</th>
<th>Contracting(a)</th>
<th>Over 20 Years(b)</th>
<th>Matrix(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13. Reduce competition in the spares market</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Increase life cycle costs</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Increase conflict with contractors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Make material release harder to attain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Encourage commercial firms to do government work</td>
<td>E&amp;B</td>
<td>E&amp;B</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Increase conflict with the &quot;user&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Require my learning new skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Increase the amount of fraud in the system</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Increase my responsibilities</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E&amp;B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Reduce my authority</td>
<td>E&amp;B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>E&amp;B</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Increase cooperation with contractors</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(a\)Comparisons relative to military personnel.
\(b\)Comparisons relative to under 20 years' experience.
\(c\)Comparisons relative to program management personnel.

E = \(B \times E\) product change results from differences in outcome evaluations (E).
B = \(B \times E\) product change results from differences in outcome beliefs (B).
E&B = \(B \times E\) product change results from differences in both E and B.
between QA and military personnel: 16. Of these, 14 are the result of differences in outcome beliefs. Engineers and logisticians have significantly different $B \times E$ products on 10 outcomes each. For engineers, 7 of the 10 differences are explained by differences in outcome beliefs. For logisticians, 6 of the 10 differences are explained by differences in outcome beliefs.

In summary, the civilian career groups believe that the potential positive outcomes of reform are less likely to occur and negative outcomes more likely to occur. In particular, the civilian career groups are statistically significantly less likely to believe that reform will result in the following seven potential positive outcomes: (1) improve product quality, (2) improve abilities to meet work objectives, (3) increase cooperation with contractors, (4) increase responsibilities, (5) encourage commercial firms to do government work, (6) make program management easier, and (7) reduce program delays.

These same career groups—engineering, QA, and logistics—are also more likely to believe that reform will result in the following three potential negative outcomes: (1) increase life cycle costs, (2) reduce my authority, and (3) reduce competition in the spares market.

Nonmilitary Personnel Value Reform Outcomes Differently

In addition to differences in outcome beliefs, differences in outcome evaluations are important in explaining the difference in $B \times E$ product between the civilian career groups and the military. Specifically, differences in evaluations are important in explaining the difference in $B \times E$ product for the following two outcomes: (1) increase my chances of getting a cash award and (2) encourage commercial firms to do government work.

The evaluations of cash awards were interesting. The high valuation—indicating that they are desirable—placed on cash awards relative to military personnel drove the difference in $B \times E$ product. The civilian career groups place a much higher premium on cash awards than military personnel do. This result must be viewed with caution. Military personnel, as a general rule, do not receive cash awards and so may be expected to value them much less. However, in this case we would expect the outcome assessment of receiving a cash award to be negative for military personnel, when in fact the mean evalua-
tion of cash awards is slightly positive (0.12). This would indicate that military personnel do place some value on an increased chance of a cash award. Civilians, however, place significantly more value on this chance.

The case of encouraging commercial firms to do government work, although one of the few instances where differences in outcome evaluations are key to explaining $B \times E$ product differences, is indicative of a broader trend within the civilian career fields. For this potential positive reform outcome, the civilian career groups have a significantly lower evaluation—they do not value greater commercial firm involvement as much as the military does.

While not indicated in Table 7.1, the partial correlation coefficients on outcome evaluations reported throughout this chapter tend to indicate that the civilian career groups value potential positive reform outcomes relatively less, and value negative reform outcomes relatively more. In other words, it appears that the civilian career groups do not value the potential benefits of reform as much as the military, but at the same time they are less averse to the potential negative outcomes.

Beliefs About Programmatic Outcomes Explain Attitude Differences

Of the 23 potential outcomes surveyed, 16 relate to programmatic outcomes—effects on the weapon system program and work conducted for the program—and 7 relate to personal outcomes—effects on personal standing or comfort.

Of the 11 outcomes identified as being differentially evaluated by civilian personnel, 8 relate to programmatic outcomes. In general there were no great differences in $B \times E$ products related to personal outcomes. For three of the seven potential personal outcomes—increase the work required (item #8), make me responsible for problems that arise (item #10), and require my learning new skills (item #19)—there is no statistically significant difference in the $B \times E$ product between the career groups, experience levels, or organizational affiliations. For an additional outcome—improve my career opportunities—only QAs differed significantly from military personnel. The three personal outcomes that were consistently evaluated differ-
ently between the civilian career groups and the military were (1) increase my chances of a cash award, (2) increase my responsibilities, and (3) reduce my authority.

Based on these results, it appears that differences in reform attitude and ultimately behavior between the civilian career groups and the military are not the result of differences in perceptions of how reform will affect personal interests, but in differences in the perceived effect of reform on programmatic outcomes and objectives: cost, schedule, and quality.

Concern over Sustainment Explains Differences in Attitude by Experience Level

As Table 7.1 shows, the $B \times E$ products for personnel with over 20 years’ experience and those with under 20 years’ experience differ for only one of the potential outcomes: making sustainment more difficult. Is it possible that this difference adequately explains the difference in reform attitude between these two groups? It may also be possible that differences in other, unmeasured beliefs play a role. However, based on the data collected here, these two groups differ only in their outcome beliefs related to sustainment. Basically, more experienced employees are more likely to believe that sustainment will be made more difficult as a result of reform.

Organizational Effects on Reform Attitude Explained by Differences in Subfactors Related to Program Costs and Reductions in Authority

The significantly lower attitude values for matrix personnel are related to differences in the $B \times E$ products of two outcomes: reduce program costs and reduce my authority. Reducing program costs is clearly an objective of program managers and their offices, but it appears to be less important to matrix personnel, who evaluate this outcome lower than PM personnel do. In addition, matrix personnel feel that reform is less likely to result in cost reductions than PM personnel do.

In many ways the elimination of milspecs and standards removes authority from the matrix side of the Army acquisition system. The
matrix is the traditional home of milspecs and standards and their administrators. Matrix personnel are significantly more likely to believe that reform will reduce their authority, in turn lowering their $B \times E$ product for this outcome.
The intention to implement milspec reform is also affected by an individual's subjective norm. For the Army personnel surveyed, variation in subjective norm levels has been shown to be related to an employee's career group and his/her organizational affiliation. Employing the same analytic methods as Chapter Seven, this chapter examines differences in the underlying subfactors that make up subjective norm and explains why it varies across the work force, thus helping to clarify some of the variation in reform behavior.

**MEASURING SUBJECTIVE NORMS OF BUREAUCRATS**

There are two measures of subjective norm: the global measure and the belief-based measure ($SN$). The relationship between these two measures is identical to the relationship between global and belief-based measures of attitude discussed in Chapter Seven. The global measures are used to test and estimate the behavioral model because they are assumed to have greater reliability. The belief-based measures are used to analyze the role and importance of underlying subfactors in explaining variation in subjective norms between groups.

In the TPB, one's subjective norm toward a behavior is defined as one's assessment of whether or not people important to him or her feel the behavior should be performed. This assessment is conducted for a number of relevant referents (one possible referent group, for example, is co-workers). The belief-based measurement of subjective norm is composed of two subfactors:
• Normative belief \((NB)\), assessment of how likely or unlikely it is that workplace referents—such as co-workers—support reform behavior; and

• Motivation to comply \((MC)\), a personal assessment of how motivated one is to comply with these same workplace referents—such as co-workers.

The impact of a single referent on the subjective norm of a subject is considered to be the product of the normative belief about that referent and the motivation to comply with that referent (the \(NB \times MC\) product). A positive \(NB \times MC\) product indicates that combined beliefs contribute to a subjective norm (referent influence) that is supportive of reform; a negative \(NB \times MC\) product indicates the opposite. An individual’s belief-based subjective norm (or \(SN\)) toward reform behavior is defined simply as the summation of all relevant \(NB \times MC\) products.

\[
SN = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (NB_i \times MC_i).
\]

\(SN\) is the belief-based measure of subjective norm and \(n\) is the number of relevant referents. The subscript \(i\) indexes the \(NB\) and \(MC\) for each referent surveyed. In this study, \(SN\) was assessed based on the 19 referents listed in Table 5.2. To use belief-based measures, they must meet the same reliability and correlation criteria as belief-based and global attitude measures.

EXPLAINING DIFFERENCES IN SUBJECTIVE NORMS WITHIN THE ACQUISITION WORK FORCE

As was done in Chapter Seven, we compare underlying subfactors to a base group. The base group selected is that group with the highest subjective norm values. In this case, these groups match those used in Chapter Seven. For career group, comparisons will be made between military personnel and all other groups. For organizational affiliation, we will compare the underlying subfactors of program management personnel to matrix personnel.
Six important conclusions can be drawn from the analysis. They are described below.

Differences in Normative Beliefs Are Important

Table 8.1 shows—by career group and organizational affiliation—where significant differences in $NB \times MC$ product exist for each of the 19 referents surveyed. For each referent, a shaded cell indicates that there was a significant difference in the partial correlation between the $NB \times MC$ product and inclusion in the indicated group. In addition, each shaded cell indicates the primary source of the difference in $NB \times MC$ product. An "NB" indicates normative beliefs primarily caused it, an "MC" indicates that differences in motivation to comply caused it, and an "NB&MC" indicates that both normative beliefs and motivation to comply were important.

Table 8.1 shows that there are significant changes in the $NB \times MC$ product associated with 15 of the 19 referents. Across the civilian career groups and for the matrix generally, there are 37 instances where the $NB \times MC$ product for a given referent differed significantly between a given group and the base group. Of these, 14 are primarily the result of differences in normative beliefs, 15 are the result of differences in normative beliefs and motivations to comply, and 6 are caused by differences in motivations to comply.

Normative beliefs, or the combination of normative beliefs and motivation to comply, determine the majority of the changes in $NB \times MC$ products. Differences in the $NB \times MC$ products were not significant across career group or organization for only four referents, including the Secretary of Defense (item #1), OSD staff (item #2), logistics management personnel (item #15), and configuration management personnel (item #16).

Immediate Referents Are Viewed as Less Supportive of Reform

As Table 8.1 shows, for the three important civilian career groups and the matrix in general, significant differences in $NB \times MC$ product are
Table 8.1
Differing Belief-Based Measures of Subjective Norms Across Career Group and Organization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work Place Referents</th>
<th>Engineering(^a)</th>
<th>QA(^a)</th>
<th>Logistics(^a)</th>
<th>Contracting(^a)</th>
<th>Matrix(^b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Secretary of Defense</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. OSD staff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. ASA(AL-T)</td>
<td>NB&amp;MC</td>
<td>NB&amp;MC</td>
<td>NB&amp;MC</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Commander AMC</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Commander of buying command</td>
<td>NB&amp;MC</td>
<td>NB&amp;MC</td>
<td>NB&amp;MC</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Program executive officer</td>
<td>NB&amp;MC</td>
<td>IND</td>
<td>NB&amp;MC</td>
<td>NB&amp;MC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Test community</td>
<td>IND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. The &quot;user&quot;</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. My supervisor</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. The program manager</td>
<td>NB&amp;MC</td>
<td>NB&amp;MC</td>
<td>NB&amp;MC</td>
<td>NB&amp;MC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. My co-workers</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>NB&amp;MC</td>
<td>NB&amp;MC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Quality assurance</td>
<td>NB&amp;MC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Engineering</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Contracting personnel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NB&amp;MC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Logistics management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Configuration management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Industry</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Congress</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. The public</td>
<td>MC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NB&amp;MC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Comparisons relative to military personnel.

\(^b\)Comparisons relative to program management personnel.

NB = NB × MC product change results from differences in normative beliefs (NB).

MC = NB × MC product change results from differences in motivation to comply (MC).

NB&MC = NB × MC product change results from differences in both NB and MC.

IND = cause of NB × MC product change is indeterminate.
evident for immediate work place referents, such as supervisors, co-workers, and program managers. In almost all cases, these differences are the result of differences in normative beliefs—with the civilian career groups and matrix personnel tending to believe that their supervisors, co-workers, and program managers are relatively less supportive of reform.

Normative Beliefs and Motivation to Comply Related to Army Acquisition Leadership Differ by Career Group

The $NB \times MC$ products related to Army acquisition leadership—ASA(ALT) and the PEOs—differ between the three civilian career groups and military personnel. These differences are the result of differences in both normative beliefs and motivations to comply. Specifically, engineers, QAs, and logisticians tend to believe that Army leadership is less supportive of reform than military personnel do (normative beliefs). In addition, these same groups are less motivated to comply with the views of acquisition leadership compared to military personnel. Matrix personnel hold similar beliefs with respect to PEOs (as compared to PM personnel).

Normative Beliefs and Motivation to Comply Related to Matrix Leadership Differ by Organization

It is not necessarily surprising that when compared to PM personnel, matrix personnel are more motivated to comply with their organizational superiors. As Table 8.1 shows, there are significant differences in the $NB \times MC$ products for matrix leadership—Commander AMC and commander of the buying command—between matrix and PM personnel. These differences are the result of differences in motivation to comply. As discussed earlier, matrix personnel are more motivated to comply with their matrix superiors than are PM personnel.

Normative Beliefs and Motivation to Comply with Non-Army Referents Are Limited

The 19 referents surveyed can be broken into two categories: Army and non-Army. Non-Army referents include the Secretary of Defense and the OSD staff as well as external-to-DoD referents such as indus-
try (item #17), Congress (item #18), and the public (item #19). Across career group and organizational affiliation, differences in normative beliefs and motivations to comply were relatively limited with regard to these referents. With few exceptions, the various career groups and their overarching organizations in general share the same underlying normative beliefs and motivations to comply with non-Army referents. In other words, differences in beliefs related to non-Army referents do not appear very important in explaining differences in subjective norm between the three civilian career groups and military personnel, or between matrix and PM personnel.

**Users Are Viewed as Less Supportive of Reform by QA and Logistics Personnel**

Two civilian career groups—QA and logistics—have statistically significantly lower $NB \times MC$ products related to users than military personnel do. This difference is the result of differences in normative beliefs between the two civilian career groups and military personnel. Compared to military personnel, QA and logistics personnel perceive the user as less supportive of milspec and standard reform.

Having examined differences in underlying subfactors for attitudes and subjective norm toward reform, all that remains is an examination of differences in control beliefs. The next chapter examines differences in control beliefs across career groups.
As the model estimated in Chapter Six shows, perceptions of behavioral control have a direct effect on the predicted behavior of Army acquisition employees. Variation in perceived behavioral control levels has been shown to be related to an employee's career group. This chapter examines differences in the control beliefs that comprise perceived behavioral control in order to better explain why these perceptions vary across the work force. By identifying how control beliefs vary, we can better understand why aggregate perceived behavioral control varies, thus helping to explain some of the variation in reform behavior.

MEASURING PERCEIVED BEHAVIORAL CONTROL OF BUREAUCRATS

There are two measures of perceived behavioral control: the global measure and the belief-based measure (PBC). The relationship be-
between these two measures is identical to the relationship between global and belief-based measures of attitude and subjective norm discussed in Chapters Seven and Eight. We use the global measures to test and estimate the behavioral model because they are assumed to have greater reliability. We use the belief-based measures to analyze the role and importance of control beliefs in explaining variation in perceived behavioral control between groups.

In the TPB, one's perceived behavioral control with regard to reform behavior is defined as one's assessment of how hard or easy it is to carry out a given behavior. A number of factors—environmental and organizational—can make a given reform behavior easier or harder to perform. The belief-based measurement of perceived behavioral control ($PBC$) is the assessment of these various control factors, and in theory it is composed of two subfactors:

- Control belief ($C$), assessment as to whether or not a given control factor—such as acquisition laws—makes it harder or easier to eliminate milspecs and standards; and
- Control power ($P$), an assessment of the strength of the given control factor in actually affecting behavior.

In this study, only control beliefs are used to construct the belief-based measure of $PBC$ because control power variables have yet to be operationalized effectively. The impact of a single control factor on perceptions of behavioral control is measured by the control beliefs ($C$). An individual’s belief-based measure of perceived behavioral control (or $PBC$) toward reform behavior is defined simply as the summation of control beliefs across all control factors measured, or

$$PBC = \sum_{i=1}^{n} C_i .$$

Control beliefs relate to the perceived effect of constraining and facilitating factors—such as time, funding, and regulations—on a person’s reform behavior. A positive control belief indicates that a given control factor is thought to facilitate reform behavior. A negative
control belief indicates that a control factor is thought to constrain reform behavior.

\( PBC \) is the belief-based measure of perceived behavioral control and \( n \) is the number of relevant control factors. The subscript \( i \) indexes the relevant control factors surveyed. In this study, \( PBC \) was assessed based on the 11 control factors listed in Table 5.3. To use belief-based measures, they must meet the same reliability and correlation criteria as belief-based and global attitude and subjective norm measures. The data from the Army Acquisition Survey indicate that the global and belief-based subjective norm measures are comparable.

EXAMINING DIFFERENCES IN PERCEIVED BEHAVIORAL CONTROL WITHIN THE ACQUISITION WORK FORCE

As was done in Chapters Seven and Eight, underlying subfactors—in this case, control beliefs—are compared to a base group. The base group selected is that group with the highest perceived behavioral control values. As in previous chapters, career group comparisons will be made between military personnel and all other groups. While relatively straightforward, the following three conclusions emerge from the analysis.

Civilians Perceive Less Behavioral Control

Examining control beliefs in which there is a significant difference between a given career group and the military, we found that civilian career groups perceive less behavioral control than military personnel do. For the 11 control beliefs surveyed, QA and logistics personnel perceive all of them to be significantly more constraining than military personnel do. Engineers view 7 of 11 as more constraining, and contracting personnel view 5 of 11 as more constraining. As noted earlier, the global perceived behavioral control level of contracting personnel is not statistically different from that of military personnel, thus explaining the fact that they differ significantly from the military in their perceptions of only 5 of 11 control beliefs. The remaining three civilian career groups, however, differ significantly from the military on more control factors.
Civilians View Reform Policy Factors as Inadequate

Four of the 11 control factors can be described as reform policy factors. These factors are policies or initiatives undertaken within the Army acquisition system to facilitate or implement broader acquisition reform and the elimination of milspecs and standards.

The four reform policy factors are the training provided, information on how to eliminate milspecs, the discretion provided, and information on how to work without milspecs.

In all four cases, engineers, QAs, and logisticians perceive that these factors make the elimination of milspecs and standards harder (when compared to military personnel). The three civilian career groups find these reform policy factors to be inadequate, compared to the beliefs of military personnel.

Civilians View Environmental Factors as More Constraining

The remaining control factors can be described as environmental. These factors represent broader elements or conditions in the acquisition system that can affect a person's perception of the ease with which milspecs and standards can be eliminated. While these factors are variable, or changeable, to some degree, in most cases their alteration or adjustment tends be outside the control of any single actor in the system. These control factors include acquisition laws, the availability of funds, Army acquisition regulations, standard operating procedures in an office, the time available for program management, the skills of others, and the human resources available for program management.

For engineers, QAs, and logisticians, these seven factors are considered to make the elimination of milspec and standards harder rather than easier. Specifically, QAs and logisticians feel more than military personnel do that these seven factors constrain their behavior. Engineers, when compared to military personnel, find acquisition laws, Army acquisition regulations, and the time available for program management to be more constraining. Thus, besides sharing control perceptions related to the reform policy factors noted above, all three civilian career groups share the perception that acquisition laws, Army acquisition regulations, and the time provided to manage an
acquisition program make it harder to eliminate milspecs and standards.

Compared to military personnel, engineers, QAs, and logisticians feel that the training and information provided on acquisition reform is relatively more constraining on their efforts to eliminate milspecs and standards. It has also been noted previously that training is related to a significantly more favorable attitude toward reform. Taking these two apparently contradictory factors into account, the next chapter examines current training programs and their effect on underlying subfactors.
We are rapidly becoming the world’s smartest, most responsive buyer of best-value goods and services for our warfighter’s needs. However, we sense that, due to the pressures of daily work, an emphasis on accomplishing our missions, and the sheer difficulty of communicating across our broad and diverse organization, we have not adequately communicated the changes and educated our work force on the numerous policy and procedural changes.

—Under Secretary of Defense Paul Kaminsky

Since the spring of 1992, the Army Materiel Command has traveled annually to its major subordinate commands to carry a philosophy of streamlining acquisition management to the acquisition work force. The results have been very gratifying, both in terms of the reactions of the participants and in the positive impact on material acquisition programs.

—James W. Brown (coordinator of Army Road Show training efforts), in Acquisition Reform Today

The success of any effort to bring behavioral change within an organization depends in part on effective communication and training efforts. This chapter examines differences in underlying subfactors between Army personnel who have received reform-related training and those who have not. Results of this study show that training has a statistically significant positive effect on reform attitude and, in some cases, subjective norm. Examination of the differences in
subfactors between those with and without training can help us to better understand why attitude, subjective norm, and ultimately behavior differ between the two groups.

REFORM-RELATED TRAINING

Motivated by the Perry Initiatives, Army leadership has directed that use of milspecs and standards be discontinued, and it has also made efforts to persuade the acquisition work force that this change in policy is desirable. Specifically, the Army has made efforts to train its work force on how to eliminate milspecs and standards, as well as on how to work in an environment without milspecs and standards. Not all of the relevant training programs focus solely on the issue of eliminating milspecs and standards.

Three major training programs have been conducted that may affect an employee’s intention and behavior related to eliminating milspecs and standards. Two do not focus solely on milspecs and standards. They are traditional acquisition management courses offered through the Defense Acquisition University (DAU) and Integrated Product/Process Team (IPT) training. The third program focuses on procedures for eliminating milspecs and standards: Road Show training, specifically Road Show IV training.

Traditional Acquisition Management Courses

Traditional DoD program management and acquisition courses offered through DAU may have an effect on an employee’s willingness to accept and implement reform initiatives. DAU is made up of a variety of schools and centers devoted to training members of the acquisition work force. The most notable of these institutions is the Defense Systems Management College (DSMC) at Fort Belvoir, Virginia. DSMC trains current and future generations of program managers and conducts research on the acquisition system and its processes. Formal acquisition management courses at DSMC include program management, logistics management, contract management, manufacturing and production management, systems engineering management, test and evaluation management, and other areas. These courses are designed to improve an employee’s knowl-
edge of the acquisition system and the complexities of managing an acquisition program.

In this study, respondents to the survey were asked to indicate if they had ever received formal acquisition management courses through DAU.

IPT Training

A major element of the Perry Initiatives and the Army's acquisition reform efforts is the introduction and expanded use of IPTs within the acquisition process. Three types of IPTs exist within the Army. The first are overarching IPTs that are made up of Army and DoD personnel involved in acquisition management. They usually include program managers (PMs), personnel from other Army acquisition organizations, Army acquisition leadership (ASA(ALT)), and representatives of DoD acquisition oversight organizations. The second are program-level IPTs that are made up of members of the PM office and the affiliated matrix organizations. They are meant to span the various functional and professional groups involved in Army program management. The third type are contractor IPTs, which are teams made up of PM personnel and prime (or sub) contractor personnel. They are designed to bridge communication gaps between the Army and its suppliers. IPTs are meant to integrate various players in the process of managing a weapon system's acquisition. They also allow a better flow of communication and information earlier in the management process. Earlier communication is meant to improve efficiency by increasing the opportunity for various functional groups or stakeholders to exchange information and minimize risk through better information.

It is possible that IPT-related training could affect an acquisition employee's willingness to cooperate with efforts to eliminate milspecs and standards. If IPT-related training focuses on the positive attributes of teaming and the potential for reducing personal or functional risk in the acquisition process, it is possible that employees may be more willing to take the risks necessary to eliminate milspecs and standards.

Respondents to the survey were asked if they had ever participated in IPT-related courses or training sessions provided by one or more of
the following four sources: (1) any DAU-affiliated institution (formal IPT training); (2) external providers, such as local colleges, universities, or training consultants; (3) contractor providers (training by a prime or subcontractor on a given Army system); and (4) internal providers (training provided by the PM, PEO, or the buying command, but not through DAU or its components).

Road Show IV Training

The Army’s Road Show process is a training and communication program (headed by the Army Materiel Command) directed at the upper, middle, and lower levels of the Army acquisition system. Generally, each Road Show effort has a reform theme around which a communication effort is constructed. Road Show IV, which took place during 1994 and 1995, was dedicated to training employees about the elimination of milspecs and standards, use of IPTs, and application of best-value source selection in the acquisition process. Multiple Road Show IV programs were undertaken around the country. They were usually conducted at a major subordinate or buying command (such as CECOM in Fort Monmouth, New Jersey; ATCOM in St. Louis, Missouri; or TACOM in Detroit, Michigan).

The Road Show IV program was typically three days long and included presentations by Army leadership, along with workshops and exercises on acquisition streamlining (milspec and standard elimination, IPT use, and best-value contracting). Army leadership, starting with the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Acquisition, Logistics, and Technology) (ASA(ALT)), communicated acquisition reform goals and initiatives directly to the participants. Other workshops and exercises were designed to educate employees on the desirability of replacing milspecs and standards with performance-based specifications and other goals. These exercises also included hands-on development of RFPs and SOWs that did not require milspecs and standards.

If Road Show IV was effective, participants in the program can be expected to support reform efforts more, and to have eliminated milspecs and standards from use more, than those who did not participate in training. Survey respondents were asked directly if they had attended Road Show IV.
PARTICIPATION IN REFORM-RELATED TRAINING

Participation in the training programs just described is not universal in the Army acquisition work force (see Table 10.1). Most acquisition employees have attended traditional acquisition management courses: from 56 to 96 percent of employees in each of the five major career groups. Military personnel in the sample had the largest traditional acquisition management course experience, at 96 percent. This is not surprising, given that military personnel are commonly slotted for program management positions and training is often tailored to military personnel. More surprising is the fact that traditional acquisition course participation is lowest among engineers, at 57 percent. Engineers are the largest single career group in the acquisition system and are involved in almost every phase of the acquisition cycle.

Participation in IPT training is between 44 and 59 percent for the various career groups in the sample. Again, military personnel have the greatest experience with IPT training, at 59 percent. Contracting personnel have the lowest levels of IPT training, at 36 percent. This could be explained by the somewhat independent and legal nature of the contracting function. However, the concept of a program IPT is meant to include the contracting function.

Road Show IV, the most specific training for the elimination of milspecs and standards, is also the least common of the three types of training in the sample. Between 19 and 31 percent of the employees in the five career groups participated in Road Show IV. Participation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Traditional Acquisition Courses</th>
<th>Integrated Product Team Training</th>
<th>Road Show IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality assurance</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contracting</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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was greatest among contracting personnel—31 percent—and lowest among QA personnel. Compared to the other two training programs, participation in Road Show IV is fairly uniform at about 20 percent for each career group, except contracting.

USEFULNESS OF TRAINING IN CHANGING REFORM BEHAVIOR

What is the relationship between the various training programs and reform attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control?

In summary: (1) IPT-related training appears to have a positive effect on reform attitude and subjective norm and no significant effect on perceived behavioral control; (2) Road Show IV appears to have a positive effect on reform attitude, but no significant effect on subjective norm or perceived behavioral control; and (3) acquisition training appears to have largely insignificant effects on all three factors.

Given that attitude and subjective norm vary to some degree based on IPT training and Road Show IV participation, it will be useful to examine how underlying subfactors differ between those participating in these two training programs and those not participating in these training programs. Based on these results, we analyze how IPT and Road Show IV training affect the outcome beliefs and outcome evaluations that underlie attitudes toward reform. We also analyze how IPT training affects the normative beliefs and motivation to comply that underlie subjective norms toward reform behavior. In this way, it is easier to understand why attitude and subjective norm vary.

Five conclusions can be drawn from the analysis. They are described below.

IPT and Road Show Training Affect Attitude Through Outcome Beliefs

IPT training does affect outcome beliefs. IPT training is related to statistically significantly higher $B \times E$ products on eight outcomes. Differences in outcome beliefs are important to the positive change in each $B \times E$ product. Specifically, those with IPT training are more
likely to believe that eliminating milspecs and standards will reduce program costs, improve product quality, reduce program delays, improve ability to meet work objectives, encourage commercial firms to do government work, require learning new skills, increase my responsibilities, and increase cooperation with contractors.

Employees who have participated in IPT training are more likely to believe that these eight—largely positive outcomes of reform—will result.

Of the 23 outcomes surveyed, Road Show IV is related to significantly higher $B \times E$ products on only three: reduce program costs, encourage commercial firms to do government work, and increase cooperation with contractors.

The increase in $B \times E$ product for these three outcomes is related largely to differences in outcome beliefs. Road Show IV attendees are more likely to believe that these outcomes will result from the elimination of milspecs and standards. It appears that the Road Show IV program has been somewhat successful, a major focus of the effort related to the effect of reform on program costs, expanding the industrial base, and improving cooperation with contractors.

**IPT Training Affects Subjective Norm Through Normative Beliefs and Motivation to Comply**

IPT training affects subjective norm toward reform through both normative beliefs and motivations to comply. Results indicate that IPT training is associated with statistically significant increases in the level of $NB \times MC$ product for all three immediate referents: supervisors, PMs, and co-workers. In each case the increase in $NB \times MC$ product is the result of differences in normative beliefs between those with and without IPT training. Those with IPT training had statistically significantly higher normative beliefs about immediate referents. Those with IPT training are more likely to view their immediate referents as supportive of reform. IPT training also affects the normative beliefs of respondents with respect to the user of the products of the acquisition system.

For the remaining 10 of the 14 referents, differences in motivation to comply are the primary determinant of change in the $NB \times MC$ prod-
Specifically, IPT training increases the motivation to comply with acquisition leadership (ASA(ALT) and PEO), matrix leadership (commanders of AMC and the buying command), and non-Army referents (Secretary of Defense, OSD staff, industry, Congress, and the public). IPT training appears to have had the desired effect in promoting better communication and understanding between the various players in the acquisition process.

Road Show IV Does Not Affect Subjective Norm or Perceived Behavioral Control

Results of this study also reveal that Road Show IV training is insignificant in the prediction of subjective norm and perceived behavioral control levels. With regard to subjective norm, those who have attended Road Show IV are no more likely than those who have not to view any of the 19 referents surveyed as supportive of (or opposed to) the elimination of milspecs and standards. In addition, those with Road Show IV training are no more likely than those without to believe that eliminating milspecs and standards will be easy, or facilitated by environmental and/or policy factors.

IPT Training Does Not Affect Perceived Behavioral Control

As in Road Show IV training, the study shows that IPT training does not have a significant effect on employees' perceptions of behavioral control. Exposure to IPT training does not appear to provide participants with any greater (or lesser) degree of confidence in the ability of environmental or policy factors to facilitate (or constrain) reform behavior.

Traditional Acquisition Courses Do Not Affect Reform Attitudes, Subjective Norm, or Perceived Behavioral Control

The study shows that traditional acquisition courses conducted through the DAU have no statistically significant effect on employees' attitudes, subjective norms, or perception of behavioral control toward reform behavior. These courses, however, are designed to teach acquisition and procurement management, and are not necessarily designed to facilitate implementation of milspec and standard
reform. It is interesting to note, however, that those who have attended these courses are no different from those who have not in terms of their reform attitudes, subjective norm, and perception of behavioral control.

The preceding chapters have analyzed the differences in underlying subfactors to better understand variation in attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control across career groups, experience level, and organizational affiliation. In addition, we have analyzed the differences in underlying subfactors related to IPT training and Road Show IV attendance, allowing us to assess the effectiveness of these programs and better understand the differences they create in underlying subfactors. Drawing on this information, the final chapter offers specific recommendations on how current efforts to implement milspec and standard elimination can be improved.
Chapter Eleven

IMPROVING IMPLEMENTATION
OF MILSPEC AND STANDARD REFORM

We really don't care about what bureaucrats think, we care what they do.

—James Q. Wilson, Bureaucracy

Changes take not only resources, but time, particularly administrative changes which must be reckoned not in months or years but in decades, even generations. What is involved is changing administrative norms, organizational cultures, managerial attitudes, work habits, even social values, and this takes much time, much more time than changing titles, laws, structures, methods, and personnel.

—Gerald E. Caiden,
in R. Baker (ed.), Comparative Public Management

Understanding the determinants of bureaucratic behavior in the Army acquisition system is a worthwhile academic goal, but does it have utility in the policy realm? This utility would be realized through the application of our knowledge of bureaucratic behavior to the evaluation and design of implementation policy.

The goal of this study has been to answer three policy questions:

- Is military specification and standard reform being implemented successfully by Army acquisition bureaucrats?
- What factors or determinants affect the willingness and ability of Army acquisition employees to implement milspec and standard reform?
Having assessed implementation to date and understanding better what affects bureaucratic behavior, how can the Army best affect (align) the underlying beliefs and perceptions (subfactors) of its personnel in order to influence behavior in support of milspec and standard reform?

THE STATE OF IMPLEMENTATION
Do existing implementation efforts need improvement? This is a question that can only be answered by Army leadership. Are they satisfied with the existing level of support for, and implementation of, the policy? The study shows there is a fair degree of support for the policy, and bureaucrats are largely behaving in accordance with the policy. In the sample used here, 66 percent of respondents support reform and 65 percent indicate that they are eliminating milspecs and standards. This could certainly be improved, and the analysis of this study has shown that intentions to implement the policy are, to some degree, countered by negative perceptions of behavioral control: bureaucrats in many instances feel that actually implementing the policy is too difficult.

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEHAVIORAL DETERMINANTS
According to the causal model used here, reform behavior—the elimination of milspecs and standards—is determined by an employee’s intention to eliminate milspecs and standards, and his/her perception of behavioral controls. Intention to reform is itself determined by reform attitude and reform subjective norm. Reform behavior is, therefore, ultimately determined by attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control. Applying the model to the survey data on the Army acquisition work force reveals that attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control are significantly related to the level of reform intention and reform behavior.

Implications of Strong Bureaucratic Attitudes
Bureaucrats can have positive or negative attitudes toward eliminating milspecs and standards. This attitude depends on the bureaucrat’s evaluation of the desirability and likelihood of various out-
comes (both personal and programmatic) occurring as a result of the reforms. Estimation of the behavioral model indicates that reform attitude has a strong effect on reform intention, which in turn has a strong effect on reform behavior. The importance of attitude in the prediction of reform intention and behavior implies that policymakers should pay close attention to the attitudes of their employees. In cases where employee attitude hinders reform behavior, steps might be taken to change attitudes. Such steps might include a communication or persuasion campaign, intensified training, or other direct efforts to change attitudes.

Any communication or training program should focus on the underlying subfactors that determine an employee’s attitude toward reform.

Implications of Strong Subjective Norms

Subjective norm represents the effect of social controls, both internal and external, on bureaucratic behavior. Reform implementation strategies should account for the extent to which referent groups are applying pressure and influencing behavior.

Since subjective norm toward reform is significant in the prediction of reform intention and ultimately reform behavior, it is possible for policymakers to leverage referents to further the goals of milspec and standard reform. Specific referents can be identified as important in explaining differences in reform behavior, and they can be included in implementation and training efforts. If beliefs about certain referents are hindering reform behavior, underlying subfactors related to them are subject to change, and this may be an effective strategy for developing or modifying communications and training programs.

Implications of a Strong Perceived Behavioral Control

Perceived behavioral control represents the effect of perceived rules or constraints on one’s ability to behave or act in accord with reform. The greater the perception of behavioral control by an acquisition employee, the stronger the behavior (in this case, compliance with the policy to eliminate milspecs and standards).
Perceived behavioral control is determined by the aggregation of control beliefs: beliefs as to whether a given control factor will make it harder or easier to implement milspec and standard reform. The average level of perceived behavioral control in the acquisition work force is negative, indicating which employees on average view the rules they face as making it harder to implement milspec and standard reform. Perceived behavioral control levels, therefore, dampen the generally positive effect of reform intention on reform behavior. The strength of perceived behavioral control’s relationship to reform behavior, and the negative perceptions of behavioral control in the work force, imply that the Army should make an effort to change these perceptions—to educate employees on how the control factors will not hinder their ability to reform. A key point is that these are perceived behavioral controls. Policymakers should consider ways to reduce the perception of negative control in the work place. This might be accomplished through a communication and training program.

Implications of Variation in Reform Attitude, Subjective Norm, and Perceived Behavioral Control

Levels of reform attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control vary throughout the work force. For example, military personnel hold much higher attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control levels compared to engineering, QA, and logistics personnel. Differences such as this imply that implementation behavior will also vary across these groups.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGING REFORM BEHAVIOR

The observations and recommendations provided in this chapter assume that the differences in attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control found in the work force are worth addressing and aligning. This study assumes that the goal of current reform implementation and training initiatives is to “convert” as many employees as possible to the goal of eliminating milspecs and standards from use in Army acquisition.
To change reform behavior, policymakers might try to change the factors that affect it: attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control, and their subfactors.

Based on the analysis of this study, two overarching recommendations are made for the Army leadership:

- Use and improve existing training programs—IPT and Road Show IV training—to change reform attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control; and
- Target implementation efforts to the resistant elements of the work force, focusing on the alignment underlying subfactors between those employees who are resisting reform and those meeting implementation objectives.

Use and Improve Existing Training Programs

This study examined the effects of three training programs—traditional acquisition management courses, IPT training, and Road Show IV training—on reform attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control. Two of the training programs—IPT training and Road Show IV training—were found to be related to the determinants of reform behavior. Specifically, IPT training is related to significantly higher values on reform attitude and subjective norm. Road Show IV training is related to significantly higher reform attitude. None of the training programs studied had a significant effect on perceived behavioral control.

The positive and significant effects of IPT and Road Show IV training programs on reform attitude and subjective norm suggest that these programs should continue to be used to implement milspec and standard reform. The fact that neither training program (especially Road Show IV) has any effect on perceived behavioral control is disappointing. If the Army wishes to promote milspec and standard reform, efforts must be taken to educate employees that many of the barriers to reform behavior they perceive do not exist—such as the belief that acquisition laws do not support the elimination of milspecs and standards.
Expand IPT training. IPT training has a significant effect on the level of reform attitude and subjective norm. More important to the objective of aligning underlying subfactors, IPT training is significantly related to the level of several outcome beliefs and to the level of normative beliefs and motivations to comply with a number of referent groups. Basically, IPT training is associated with changes in underlying subfactors that bring beliefs into greater alignment. For example, IPT-trained respondents are more likely to believe that milspec and standard reform will result in improvements in quality.

As noted above, IPT training is positively statistically significantly related to higher reform attitude and subjective norm values. This implies greater reform intention and behavior. Given these positive and significant effects, it is advisable to continue IPT training efforts. Given the positive effects of IPT training on milspec and standard reform, and the Army's goal of using more IPTs in the acquisition process, it is advisable to expand the program to reach more Army acquisition employees.

The fact that the primary objective of IPT training is to facilitate IPT implementation is quite important to the recommendations made here. IPT training's positive effect on the level of attitude and subjective norm related to the elimination of milspecs and standards is simply a by-product of the training, not its primary objective. Recognizing that this is neither a primary goal nor a justification, these recommendations call for the continued use of IPT training in order to gain the by-product benefits for milspec and standard reform. Therefore, we make no specific recommendations calling for the alteration or improvement of IPT training to further milspec and standard reform directly.

One difficulty with this recommendation is that there is not a single, standardized form of IPT training in the Army or the DoD. For the purposes of this study, IPT training is measured as participation in at least one of four IPT training programs. These training programs are: (1) formal DoD training, (2) external training, (3) prime/subcontractor provided training, and (4) internal Army training. This analysis concludes only that participation in one or more of these types of IPT training is significantly related to the level of reform attitude, subjective norm, and their underlying subfactors.
Expand and improve Road Show training. Road Show IV was specifically designed to further the objectives of milspec and standard reform, having as a major focus training on how to replace milspecs and standards with performance specs. Analysis indicates that participation in Road Show IV is related to statistically significantly higher reform attitude, reform intention, and reform behavior. Table 10.1 showed that Road Show IV attendance ranged from 19 to 31 percent across the five career groups surveyed for this study. Given its success, Road Show type training—focusing specifically on milspec and standard reform—should be provided to a greater number of Army acquisition employees.

There is evidence that Road Show training can be even more effective if improved. While designed to persuade, educate, and train employees on the desirability and utility of milspec and standard reform, Road Show IV failed to have any significant impact on reform subjective norm and perceived behavioral control: two important determinants of reform intention and reform behavior. Given the stated purpose of Road Show training—taking the reform message on the road, communicating leadership goals and the appropriate methods to meet them—the lack of a relationship between the training program and the level of reform subjective norm, perceived behavioral control, is disappointing. If redesigned to target resistant elements and specifically the subfactors underlying subjective norm and perceived behavioral control, Road Show training could be even more effective and useful in implementing milspec and standard reform.

If we are to truly improve implementation of milspec reform, IPT and Road Show training must be improved to help align the specific underlying subfactors of acquisition employees identified in Chapters Seven, Eight, and Nine.

Target Resistant Elements and Align Underlying Subfactors

Perhaps this study's greatest utility lies in the information generated on how the underlying subfactors of respondents vary across career group, experience level, and organization. The comparison of underlying subfactors helps to explain why various groups differ in their reform attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control. The basis of this recommendation and the subrecommendations de-
scribed below is that aligning the underlying subfactors of those with lower attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control values with those who have higher values will result in greater compliance with the directive to eliminate milspecs and standards.

Chapters Seven, Eight, and Nine identified a number of important underlying subfactors that differentiate those who do and do not support implementation of milspec and standard reform. One strategy to improve implementation of milspec and standard reform would be to increase the levels of the subfactors of the "do not" groups to the level of the "do" groups. This alignment may be possible by targeting resistant elements, using and improving existing training programs, and taking advantage of information gained in this study to improve future implementation efforts.

The subrecommendations below identify objectives for policymakers that can be incorporated into implementation programs and planning. They recommend new areas of focus for an implementation effort based on the analysis and information provided in this study. Since there is only a fixed quantity of funds available for training and implementation efforts, these recommendations suggest that such efforts should focus on the more resistant career groups (engineers, QAs, and logisticians), matrix employees, and experienced employees. In this manner, training and implementation funds can be directed to where they will have the greatest impact. Underlying the recommendations suggesting targeting of resistant elements is the old adage "Don't preach to the choir."

**Target QA, engineering, and logistics personnel.** A central aspect of this study has been to locate the significant differences in reform attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control within the Army acquisition work force. Military and contracting personnel hold the highest attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control values. These higher values translate into higher reform intentions and greater compliance with the policy to eliminate milspecs and standards. Statistically significantly lower attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control values are held by engineering, QA, and logistics personnel. By far the lowest values are held by QA personnel. These lower values translate into lower re-
form intentions and less compliance with the policy to eliminate mil-
specs and standards.

Targeting training and implementation efforts on resistant elements
should focus primarily on QA personnel. QA personnel hold the low-
est reform attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral con-
trol values by far. In fact, QA personnel are the only group to actually
hold a negative reform attitude, indicating they do not support the
elimination of milspecs and standards. It will also be important to
focus efforts on engineering personnel. Engineers are the largest
single career group in the acquisition work force. They are involved
in all facets of acquisition, from development to sustainment. In
addition, the skills of engineers are very important in the develop-
ment and application of the performance specifications that are re-
placing traditional milspecs and standards. Support for and adher-
ence to the policy by engineers may well be very important to the
policy’s success.

Target matrix employees. Even though QA, engineering, and logis-
tics personnel are mostly affiliated with matrix organizations, this
analysis shows that matrix personnel have significantly lower reform
attitude and subjective norm than PM personnel do. Reform of the
milspecs and standards system may also be served by focusing a
portion of implementation and training efforts on matrix personnel
generally.

Such a targeted program might focus training and implementation
efforts on major subordinate and buying commands (the home of
matrix organizations). These efforts would take training and imple-
mentation efforts into the functional divisions resident within these
commands: engineering, QA, logistics, and contracting.

Target experienced employees. The analysis further indicates that
employees who have been involved in acquisition for more than 20
years hold a significantly lower reform attitude than do employees
with under 20 years experience. Training and implementation ef-
forts can be targeted to this group as well. Specifically, training
efforts can be directed at addressing the concerns of this group.
Changing the reform-related attitude, subjective norm and perceived behavioral control of resistant employees will require efforts to better align their underlying subfactors with those of the more supportive employees. The following recommendations are designed to move underlying subfactors into better alignment.

**Address outcome beliefs to change attitude.** This study has shown a set of 10 outcome beliefs to be key to understanding differences in attitude toward reform between the three civilian career groups (engineering, QA, and logistics) and military personnel. To better align outcome beliefs and thus attitudes between the more resistant civilian groups and the military, Army leaders should (1) better educate engineers, QAs, and logisticians that seven potentially positive outcomes of reform are possible, and (2) better educate the same group that three potentially negative outcomes are unlikely to result from eliminating milspecs and standards. Specifically, training and communication programs need to convince resistant elements that the following positive outcomes will be realized, or are likely to be realized, as a result of reform: improve product quality; improve ability to meet work objectives; increase cooperation with contractors; increase responsibilities; encourage commercial firms to do government work; make program management easier; and reduce program delays.

In addition, these efforts should focus on limiting and reversing fears within the engineering, QA, and logistics communities that the following negative outcomes are unlikely to result from the elimination of milspecs and standards: increase life cycle costs; reduce my authority; and reduce competition in the spares market.

To the extent that outcome beliefs related to these outcomes can be addressed and changed, the alignment of underlying outcome beliefs will be improved.

Eight of the 10 outcome beliefs discussed above relate to programmatic outcomes, rather than personal outcomes. One important conclusion is that differences in beliefs between the various groups (career group, experience level, organization) were most often related to differences in beliefs (outcome evaluations or outcome beliefs) related to programmatic rather than personal outcomes. Programmatic outcomes refer to outcomes related to a given acquisition
program; they are commonly thought of as cost, schedule, and performance outcomes. On the other hand, personal outcomes relate to outcomes that affect a bureaucrat personally, such as workload, authority, responsibility, and remuneration.

Results have shown that across groups there were no real differences in beliefs related to personal outcomes. Therefore, any modifications to existing training and implementation efforts are likely to be best served by emphasizing how milspec and standard reform can benefit programmatic outcomes. In addition, this finding implies that Army leadership need not focus a great deal of attention on how to incentivize reform behavior with personal rewards and benefits. This recommendation is not meant to imply that all personal outcomes and effects should be ignored in devising new implementation and training programs: programmatic outcomes should be given priority.

While the formulation of specific programs to address these outcome beliefs is a job for Army leaders and trainers, it should be possible to specifically address these outcomes and issues. Understanding that many employees are concerned that an outcome—such as improvement in quality—is relatively unlikely to result from eliminating milspecs and standards, time should be devoted to changing this belief. Such an effort might include presentation of analysis supporting the likelihood of an outcome, or it could include presentations of lessons learned or examples where an outcome was actually realized as a result of reform. Such lessons learned or examples of success are more likely to be available as time goes by. Given that the elimination of milspecs and standards has been going on for over two years, such examples may soon be available.

Address normative beliefs to change subjective norm. This study has shown that differences in normative beliefs, or the combination of differences in normative beliefs and motivation to comply, determine the majority of the changes in $NB \times MC$ product (and thus changes in subjective norm) when the underlying subfactors of the civilian career groups and military personnel are compared. Specifically, it was determined that engineers, QAs, and logisticians (1) hold lower normative beliefs with regard to immediate referents, (2) hold lower normative beliefs and motivations to comply with Army acqui-
sition leadership, and (3) are more motivated to comply with matrix leadership. Aligning the normative beliefs and motivation to comply for these referent groups should be an objective of any improved training and communication programs.

To help align normative beliefs, new training and communication efforts must continue to emphasize the role and support of immediate referents in the elimination of milspecs and standards. In particular, steps must be taken to convince employees that their co-workers support the reform effort. This will be difficult. One suggestion is to apply training programs to office or organizational groups, so that co-workers can share the same training experience. Another might be to conduct follow-up or focus group–type sessions with groups of co-workers to allow open discussion of milspec and standard reform. Such sessions would take place with facilitators who are trained to address employee concerns about the reform and also have the ability to correct and address misperceptions about the intent and potential effects of reform. At a minimum, training efforts must include supervisors and PMs. In addition, normative beliefs about these actors can be bolstered by using them in follow-up sessions with their employees where milspec and standard reform are discussed and training is continued. Any effort to demonstrate the commitment, participation, and support of supervisors and PMs will help to bolster normative beliefs within the work force.

Designing new training and communication programs to better align normative beliefs related to acquisition leadership might improve subjective norms toward reform behavior. To accomplish this, training programs must do even more to emphasize the support of ASA(ALT) and the PEOs for reform. Toward this end, even greater participation of ASA(ALT), representatives of ASA(ALT), and the PEOs in training and communication efforts would be advisable. Another option would be to allow direct PEO involvement in all efforts directed at the programs and personnel under its supervision. While acquisition leadership has already been greatly involved in the Road Show process, it is disappointing that engineers, QAs, logisticians, and matrix personnel believe them to be relatively less supportive of the reform effort. Any steps taken to emphasize to these groups the commitment of ASA(ALT) and the PEOs to the elimination of milspecs and standards will better align the beliefs important in explaining variation in subjective norm.
Since matrix employees and QA personnel hold a significantly lower subjective norm toward reform, it may well be possible to increase their subjective norm toward reform by leveraging their motivation to comply with matrix leadership. While this recommendation does not serve to better align motivation, it does recommend taking advantage of existing motivations to bring resistant groups into greater compliance. If these groups are convinced that matrix leadership supports the reform effort and is committed to it (normative belief), they may be much more positively disposed toward the elimination of milspecs and standards. Therefore, it is recommended that future training and communication efforts involve to the greatest extent possible members of matrix leadership and management. Efforts must be taken to convince employees that the commander of AMC, AMC managers, other matrix managers, and the commanders of the buying command support the reform.

**Address control beliefs to change perceptions of behavioral control.**

Engineers, QAs, and logisticians have significantly different control beliefs compared to military personnel. To better align control beliefs, efforts should be made to directly address control factors and control issues in an attempt to modify employee perceptions. In addition, to the extent possible, steps should be taken to minimize the real constraining effects (if any) of the surveyed control factors. There are three types of control factors surveyed in this study: (1) policy factors, (2) rule factors, and (3) environmental factors. Recommendations for each are provided below.

Policy factors are control factors that describe policies and elements put in place to facilitate milspec and standard reform. These include the training provided, information on how to eliminate milspecs and standards, the discretion provided, and information on how to work without milspecs and standards. In general, the three civilian career groups find these factors to be inadequate, or less effective in facilitating reform behavior of civilians than of military personnel. Future training and communication efforts need to place much greater attention on teaching participants how to eliminate milspecs and standards and how to work, or perform their job, without milspecs and standards. The Road Show IV program provided case study training on how to write and implement a performance specification rather than a milspec. Perhaps future efforts should take this exam-
ple further and provide added cases and/or more exposure to the issues involved in eliminating milspecs and doing one's job without them. In addition, case studies are by necessity general. If future programs are less centralized and tailored more to individual programs and functions, specific case studies can be devised that are more salient or relevant to participants; this may improve understanding of how to eliminate and work without milspecs and standards.

Almost across the board, civilian personnel perceive acquisition laws, Army acquisition regulations, and standard operating procedures to be relatively more constraining on their ability to eliminate milspecs and standards than do military personnel. In this instance, training and communication efforts need to emphasize educating employees on recent changes to acquisition laws and regulations. It is important to deliver the message that current laws and regulations do not preclude the elimination of milspecs and standards. In some instances, particular career groups or functions may have particular concerns relating to specific laws and regulations; trainers and facilitators may be able to address these concerns. Control beliefs related to laws and regulations may also be addressed through means other than direct training. Targeted communication efforts (memos and other publications) can be directed to employees who address these issues and even specific concerns of different groups.

External or environmental constraints—availability of funds, time, human resources, and skilled employees—are the most difficult to deal with, due to the influence of external actors such as DoD oversight activities and the appropriators in Congress. Where the effect of environmental constraints is perceptual, effort should be undertaken to change perception. In most cases, however, perceptions of environmental constraints are based on the reality of experience. To the degree possible, efforts should be made to lessen these constraints, hopefully changing perceptions along the way. One control factor—the skills of others—is probably the most easily addressed by Army management. In this case, improved training may affect the skill base enough to change perceptions. However, to the extent that perceptions of the skills of others are based on basic management and/or technical skills, control beliefs can only be corrected over time through appropriate human resource policies. The remaining factors relate to the availability of funds, time, and human resources.
To a degree, these constraints are real and are an aspect of the post-Cold War environment. They may not be correctable.

**SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION: USE AN IMPROVED ROAD SHOW TRAINING PROGRAM**

To summarize, the recommendations above call upon Army leadership to intensify their implementation and training efforts with respect to milspec and standard reform. Using the information generated in this study, these recommendations advise Army leaders to "avoid preaching to the choir." Focus implementation efforts on the elements of the work force exhibiting the greatest resistance to reform. In large part, this effort can be conducted through existing training programs. IPT training has proved quite effective in changing reform attitude and subjective norm. Road Show training has been effective in changing reform attitude. To be most effective, implementation and training efforts need to focus on not only the resistant elements of the work force but also the underlying subfactors that characterize their individual resistance. Perhaps, underlying subfactors can best be addressed through an improved and expanded Road Show training program. Such a program would build upon the suggestions above to improve the Road Show effect on normative beliefs and extend it to the subfactors important in determining subjective norm and perceived behavioral control.

Although not stated explicitly in the analysis above, perhaps the best way to expand Road Show training, address resistant elements, and change their beliefs is through a decentralized and tailored Road Show program. While Road Show IV was conducted at major subordinate and buying commands, its focus was general and its attendance was limited. Given the fact that reform attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control vary largely by career group, experience level, and organization, it might be worthwhile to decentralize the Road Show program and tailor it to specific functional groups (engineering, QA, logistics) and/or programs (specific PEO programs or PM offices). In this manner, training programs can be tailored to local conditions and emphasis can be placed on immediate referents. In addition, such a tailored program can provide training specific to local concerns and programs, providing more relevance to the training process. This process should be viewed as
Continual activity. Road Show training needs to be repeated, and there needs to be follow-up by relevant PMs and supervisors. A decentralized training program—modeled on Road Show—that incorporates the recommendations made above, coupled with an ongoing and expanded IPT training program, holds great promise for increasing reform attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control, thus influencing positively the adoption of the milspecs and standards policy by the acquisition work force.

Finally, it is important to point out that these recommendations assume that the goal of Army leadership is the widespread adoption of milspec and standard reform by all employees. It may well be the case that Army leadership has determined that only specific groups need support the reform. If this is the case, the targets of training and implementation efforts may well be different groups. If, for example, Army leaders have determined that QA personnel are not essential to the successful application of this policy, they will not be targeted. However, the information provided in this study will assist in any targeting effort. This study has determined the relative levels of attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control, reform intention, and reform behavior within the acquisition work force. Army leaders now have relative benchmarks upon which to judge the penetration of the policy into different career groups. Based on the overall reform strategy and goals of Army leadership, different targeting schemes may be appropriate. If, however, the goal is acceptance of the policy across the work force, it may pay to target training and implementation efforts on QA, engineering, and logistics personnel in order to better align their underlying subfactors or beliefs.

In the end, the utility and relevance of this research lies in the value of the information provided to policymakers. The purpose of this study is to identify relationships and beliefs within the work force that when changed hold the promise of improving implementation of milspec and standard reform. Suggesting how the Army might adapt its current implementation efforts to better align the underlying subfactors that contribute to reform attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control should help policymakers think about implementation strategies. Going beyond suggestion and actually determining how best to redesign and implement programs is really the job of Army policymakers. How they tackle this chal-
lenge will be based on many factors in addition to the information on bureaucratic behavior provided in this study.
As outlined in Chapter Five, we conducted a comprehensive survey of Army acquisition personnel to provide a measurement of the various factors in the theory of planned behavior model. The survey was administered to a stratified random sample of 3,000 Army acquisition employees; 1,774 responses were received (59 percent response rate). After “cleaning” the data by removing incomplete observations and those with indicator variable values in excess of three standard deviations from the mean, the analyzed sample had 1,653 observations.

SEM/LVM ANALYSIS

To apply the theory of planned behavior to the data from the survey, we employed a form of causal modeling known as Structural Equations Modeling (SEM)/Latent Variable Modeling (LVM). This method is characterized by Barbara Byrne:

The term structural equation modeling conveys two important aspects of the procedure: (a) that the causal processes under study are represented by a series of structural (i.e., regression) equations, and (b) that these structural relations can be modeled pictorially to enable a clearer conceptualization of the theory under study. The hypothesized model can then be tested statistically in a simultaneous analysis of the entire system of variables to determine the extent to which it is consistent with the data. If goodness of fit is adequate, the model argues for the plausibility of postulated relations among variables; if it is inadequate, the tenability of such relations is rejected (Byrne, 1994, p. 3).
Latent variables are unobservable. An example frequently used for a latent variable is intelligence. There are a variety of IQ tests, and these tests result in differing indicators of the latent variable: intelligence. In SEM/LVM, multiple indicators of latent variables are used. Using multiple indicators has a distinct advantage over approaches that use a single indicator to represent each latent variable (such as path analysis). For example, the result of one IQ test is an indicator of intelligence. Using a single indicator requires the assumption that a variable has been measured perfectly (i.e., without error). Multiple indicators allow more reliability by identifying and taking into account measurement error (Bentler, 1995; Bentler and Wu, 1995; Byrne, 1994; Pedhazur, 1982; Reinecke, Schmidt, and Ajzen, 1996).

There are, therefore, two models in SEM/LVM analysis: (1) the measurement model, which represents the relationship between indicator variables and the latent variables composing the model; and (2) the structural model, which represents the relations among the model’s latent variables (Bentler, 1995; Bentler and Wu, 1995; Byrne, 1994). Figure A.1 shows the structural model. In it, attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control, reform intention, and reform behavior are the latent variables. As with intelligence, these variables are unobservable, although there are various indicators of them. Any single indicator is related to a latent variable with error, and the use of multiple indicators allows this error to be identified and accounted for in model estimation. This is accomplished in the measurement model.

A measurement model represents the relationship between the model’s latent variables and some set of indicator variables. Specifically, the measurement model postulates that the indicator variables are equal to some linear function of the latent variables plus an error term. This implies that the latent variable is a common factor explaining the covariation among the indicator variables. The strength of the relationship between the indicator variables and the latent factor is measured by “factor loadings”—interpreted similarly to regression coefficients (Bentler, 1995; Byrne, 1994). The higher a given indicator variable’s factor loading, the better the internal consistency of the latent variable, and the better it is in explaining variation in the latent variable (Reinecke, Schmidt, and Ajzen, 1996).
Figure A.1—Structural Model of Planned Behavior

Figure A.2—SEM/LVM Structural and Measurement Model
A SEM/LVM model is a combined structural and measurement model (Bentler, 1995; Bentler and Wu, 1995; Byrne, 1994). The complete SEM/LVM (measurement and structural model) employed in this analysis is presented in Figure A.2. The latent variables in the structural model are shown by circles. Indicator variables used for the latent variables in the measurement model are shown by rectangles.

The structural model is enclosed in the box at the center of Figure A.2. Indicator variables used in the measurement model lie outside the box. The arrows from the various latent variables outside the box to each separate indicator variable are “factor loadings” showing which indicators are associated with which latent variables. This latent variable model—both structural and measurement—can be summarized by the following relationships:

Latent variables or factors:

- \( RB \): Reform behavior (1)
- \( RI \): Reform intention (2)
- \( ATT \): Attitude (3)
- \( SN \): Subjective norm (4)
- \( PBC \): Perceived behavioral control (5)

Indicator variables:

- \( B1 \): Reform behavior measure one
- \( B2 \): Reform behavior measure two
- \( I1 \): Reform intention measure one
- \( I2 \): Reform intention measure two
- \( A1 \): Attitude measure one
- \( A2 \): Attitude measure two

\( ^1 \) Subjective norm is identified as a latent variable. Unlike the other latent variables, it is measured with only one indicator variable and not with multiple indicators.
S: Subjective norm measure
P1: Perceived behavioral control measure one
P2: Perceived behavioral control measure two

Structural model (standardized coefficients)

\[ RB = b_{12}RI + b_{15}PBC + e \]
\[ RI = b_{23}ATT + b_{24}SN + b_{25}PBC + e \]

Measurement model (standardized coefficients):

\[ B1 = b_{B1}RB + e \]
\[ B2 = b_{B2}RB + e \]
\[ I1 = b_{I1}RI + e \]
\[ I2 = b_{I2}RI + e \]
\[ A1 = b_{A1}ATT + e \]
\[ A2 = b_{A2}ATT + e \]
\[ S = b_{S}SN + e \]
\[ P1 = b_{P1}PBC + e \]
\[ P2 = b_{P2}PBC + e \]

The structural model of reform behavior (Figure A.1) shows relations between attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control, reform intention, and reform behavior. The measurement model identifies indicator variables associated with each of these latent variables. These models were estimated and tested using “EQS for Macintosh” (Bentler, 1995; Bentler and Wu, 1995; Byrne, 1994), a structural equation modeling software package.

THE MEASUREMENT MODEL

In this study all latent variables in the model are represented by multiple indicators except for subjective norm. The indicator variables are global measures of attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control, reform intention, and reform behavior. Each global measure or indicator variable is one survey item designed to measure
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the latent variable. Table A.1 shows the survey items used to measure each of the indicator variables. Each of the items was presented in the survey as follows:

- **Attitude measure one (A1).** "I support the elimination of milspecs and standards (from use in current Army RFPs, SOWs, contracts and other acquisition activities)." Respondents were asked the degree to which they supported this statement, from strong agreement to strong disagreement.

- **Attitude measure two (A2).** "Eliminating the military specifications you use in your job (from use in current Army RFPs, SOWs, contracts and other acquisition activities) is . . . ?" Respondents were asked to indicate the degree of desirability, from very desirable to very undesirable.

- **Subjective norm (S).** "Considering the people whose opinions are important in the decisions you make on the job, how likely or unlikely is it that they support the elimination of milspecs and standards (from use in current Army RFPs, SOWs, contracts and other acquisition activities) in your job?" Respondents were asked to indicate the degree of likely support, from very likely to very unlikely.

- **Perceived behavioral control measure one (P1).** "Thinking about what it will take to implement the policy (to eliminate milspecs and standards from use in current Army RFPs, SOWs, contracts and other acquisition activities), how difficult will it be for you to eliminate milspecs and standards from your work?" Respondents were asked to indicate the degree of difficulty, from very easy to very hard.

- **Perceived behavioral control measure two (P2).** "Thinking about working without milspecs and standards, how difficult will it be for you to do your job in an environment without milspecs and standards?" Respondents were asked to indicate the degree of difficulty, from very easy to very hard.

2The portion in parentheses was included in instructions to the survey section to provide context and time.
Analytic Methods

Table A.1
Indicator Variables Used in Measurement Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>1,653</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td>1.823</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>1,653</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>1.642</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>1,653</td>
<td>1.060</td>
<td>1.500</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>1,653</td>
<td>-0.068</td>
<td>1.805</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>1,653</td>
<td>-0.061</td>
<td>1.726</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>1,653</td>
<td>1.926</td>
<td>0.832</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>1,653</td>
<td>2.118</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>1,653</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>1.665</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>1,653</td>
<td>1.377</td>
<td>1.620</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Reform intention measure one (I1).** “I intend to comply, or continue to comply, with directives to eliminate milspecs and standards (from use in current Army RFPs, SOWs, contracts and other acquisition activities).” Respondents were asked the degree to which they supported this statement, from strong agreement to strong disagreement.

- **Reform intention measure two (I2).** “If the Army directs me to eliminate milspecs and standards (from use in current Army RFPs, SOWs, contracts and other acquisition activities), it is my responsibility to do so.” Respondents were asked the degree to which they supported this statement, from strong agreement to strong disagreement.

- **Reform behavior measure one (B1).** “I no longer use milspecs and standards (in current Army RFPs, SOWs, contracts and other acquisition activities) in my job.” Respondents were asked the degree to which they supported this statement, from strong agreement to strong disagreement.

- **Reform behavior measure two (B2).** “How likely is it that you do not use or cite any milspecs or standards in the RFP or SOW?” Respondents were asked to indicate the likelihood that they pursue this course of action, from very likely to very unlikely.

The correlation and covariance matrices for the indicator variables are provided in Tables A.2 and A.3.
### Table A.2

**Correlation Matrix**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>I1</th>
<th>I2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>0.360</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>0.509</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.493</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>0.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>0.156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATT</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>0.543</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.668</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>0.363</td>
<td>0.377</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td>0.582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>0.314</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B1</th>
<th>B2</th>
<th>ATT</th>
<th>PBC</th>
<th>RI</th>
<th>RB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>0.643</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>0.264</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>0.659</td>
<td>0.498</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table A.1, higher means indicate a more favorable response for the variables in question. For example, higher means indicate a more favorable attitude, subjective norm, or perceived behavioral control in relation to eliminating milspecs and standards. Higher values for reform intention variables indicate stronger intent to eliminate milspecs and standards. Finally, higher values on the reform behavior indicators indicate higher perceived levels of compliance with the reform. Based on these mean values, respondents have favorable attitudes and subjective norms. Perceived behavioral
control measures, however, are slightly negative, indicating that respondents view perceived behavioral control as contrary to reform. Both reform intention and behavior are positive, with intention stronger than behavior.\(^3\)

\(^3\)It is useful to note the large difference in mean values for the reform behavior indicators. SEM/LVM allows for the joint variation in these variables to be used in the analysis of the latent variables affecting reform behavior. Using traditional path analysis, one or the other of these indicators would be used to measure behavior, and very different results might be expected.
As presented in Table A.4, the factor loadings on the indicator variables are relatively high, ranging from 0.50 to 0.95, and all statistically significant at the 1 percent level. This implies that the indicator variables have good internal consistency in approximating the latent variables of the model. Overall, the results indicate the latent variables are measured well.

**Table A.4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement Variable</th>
<th>Factor Loading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>.84*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>.87*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>.67*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>.95*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>.85*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>.58*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>.66*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>.50*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p > .01.

**THE STRUCTURAL MODEL**

Table A.5 shows that the structural model fits the data from the Army acquisition work force well. The goodness of fit is indicated by a robust comparative fit index (RCFI) of 0.948 (reported in Table A.5). As Byrne (1994) notes, good fit suggests "the plausibility of postulated relations among variables." In this context, "good fit" means an RCFI of 0.90 or more. The path coefficients in the standardized solution are shown in Figure A.3 (large unidirectional arrows) and reported in Table A.5 (along with the unstandardized coefficients). All of the hypothesized pathways in the model are statistically signifi-

---

4Reported RCFI values in excess of 0.90 are considered acceptable (Byrne, 1994). Another measure of "fit" is the comparative fit index (CFI). The RCFI was selected since it adjusts for nonnormal data and large sample size. The computed CFI had a value of 0.948 as well, indicating a good fit using this measure.
The first part of the structural model is the prediction of reform intention. As shown in Table A.5, attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control account for 20 percent of the variance in reform intention (identified as Stage One in Table A.5). Attitude and
subjective norm are significant predictors of reform intention. Attitude is the most important factor in predicting reform intention, with a standardized coefficient (0.39). This coefficient is more than three times larger than the coefficient on subjective norm (0.11). Both factors have a positive influence on reform intention. Perceived behavioral control is not a statistically significant predictor of reform intention, but does have a direct positive effect on reform behavior. Combined, reform intention and perceived behavioral control account for 39 percent of the variation in reform behavior (identified as Stage Two in Table A.5). Both factors are statistically significant and positive in the prediction of reform behavior, with reform intention having the largest effect.

In sum, the TPB model of bureaucratic behavior fits the data well. The theory accounts for a sizable amount of variance in both the in-

Table A.5
Standardized and Unstandardized Path Coefficients for Structural Model of Reform Behavior, with Goodness of Fit Indices for Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Attitude</th>
<th>Subjective Norm</th>
<th>Perceived Behavioral Control</th>
<th>Reform Intention</th>
<th>Percent of Variance Explained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage one (reform intention)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized coefficient (b)</td>
<td>0.391*</td>
<td>0.110*</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression coefficient (β)</td>
<td>0.276*</td>
<td>0.052*</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage two (reform behavior)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized coefficient (b)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.331*</td>
<td>0.452*</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression coefficient (β)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.363*</td>
<td>0.704*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model fit</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative fit index</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust CFIa</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p > .01.

aRobust comparative fit index, adjusting for nonnormal data and large sample size.
tention to discontinue using milspecs and standards (reform intention) and the actual elimination of milspecs and standards (reform behavior). Reform intention depends on Army personnel's attitude toward the reform (good or bad) and their subjective norm in relation to the reforms (perceived support of important work-related referents). The higher the value of reform attitude or subjective norm, the higher is reform intention. Reform behavior is affected by reform intentions and PBC. The greater the intention to reform, the higher the level of reform behavior. In addition, the greater the perception of behavioral control within the acquisition work force, the greater the compliance with milspec and standard elimination.

A NOTE ON THE TESTING OF ALTERNATIVE MODELS

Alternative models, using the same variables, were tested to determine their ability to fit the acquisition survey data. While some alternative model forms were found to have a slightly better fit with the data, these models suffered a loss in explained variation in either reform intention or reform behavior. For example, testing a model without the hypothesized pathway between PBC and reform intention resulted in a model with a CFI of 0.948, which explained 19.4 percent of the variance in reform intention and 39.5 percent of the variation in reform behavior. Eliminating the insignificant pathway resulted in very little change in model fit and only slight change in its ability to predict intentions and behavior. In another case, estimating the correlation between error terms on selected indicator variables (in this case, reform intention measure two and reform behavior measure two) resulted in a slightly better fit, with a CFI of 0.959, but a drop in the explained variation in reform intention (18.6 percent) and in reform behavior (35 percent). In addition, models with correlated errors are much more complicated to interpret, thus failing to add any parsimony. Finally, alternative model forms were tested that (1) hypothesized direct paths from ATT and SN to reform behavior, and (2) combined ATT and SN into a single latent variable. All such models were found to have inadequate fit.
ANALYZING THE EFFECT OF EXTERNAL VARIABLES

In the TPB, variables such as demographic variables, attitudes not directly related to reform behavior, and past behaviors or experiences affect intentions only through their effect on attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control. In other words, the model dictates that variables external to the model (external variables) can affect behavior only through their effect on attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control levels.

According to many of the bureaucratic theories described in Chapter Three, support for reform in the acquisition work force should vary with certain personal characteristics. In the context of Army acquisition, these characteristics include:

- A worker’s career group or professional affiliation (such as engineering, quality assurance, or the military).
- Rank (military) and grade level (civilian) (such as majors, lieutenant colonels, and colonels for military personnel, or GS-12, GS-15, and senior executive service (SES) for civilians).
- Experience working in the acquisition system.
- Organizational affiliation with either the program management office or matrix organizations. The matrix organizational structure used in Army acquisition is discussed below.

---

5Consider, for example, using the TPB to model voting behavior on a specific ballot initiative to place restrictions on nuclear power plants. In this case, the attitude having direct influence on the intention to vote is the attitude toward voting on the nuclear power ballot initiative. Other attitudes potentially of interest in affecting voting behavior might include attitude toward nuclear power, attitude toward voting, or attitude toward the construction of nuclear power plants (Bowman and Fishbein, 1978).

6In the civil service, GS refers to General Service and employees are classified at various GS levels (GS-11, GS-12, GS-13, etc.). The senior executive service (SES) refers to the classifications of senior-level civil service employees and managers. The SES is also made up of various levels (SES-1, SES-2, etc.).

7Other organizational variables might have included affiliation with a PEO-managed organization or a buying command, or specific PEO offices and buying commands. However, these variables were not found to be statistically significant.
In addition, specific training programs designed to facilitate reform may also have an effect. The TPB model argues that for an external variable to influence behavior it must have a significant effect on the level of attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control, which ultimately determine behavior.

For these six external variable categories, we examined sixteen variables. These variables are described in Table A.6.

While most of these six variable categories are easily understood, the organization and training categories require some additional description. The Army acquisition system employs the matrix form of management, which became popular in the 1970s and 1980s (Anderson, 1994; Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1990; Davis and Lawrence, 1978; Galbraith, 1971).

The matrix system separates key functions into separate management structures. These organizations are composed of two or more "divisions." Commonly there is a "product" division focused on building and marketing a product, complemented by a "functional" or "technical" division. In the Army context, the "product"-focused division is the Program Management Office (PM office). This office is made up of military and civilian personnel who oversee and manage the development and acquisition of a weapon system or other defense system. The functional side of the matrix is generally considered to support the product side of the matrix. These functions are more process oriented—they focus on providing a skill, technology, or service to the product side of the matrix in a certain prescribed or regulated manner. In the Army system these organizations are referred to as matrix organizations. They provide functional and technical assistance to the PM office in its management of acquisition programs and contracts. In the Army, matrix organizations provide assistance through the engineering, quality assurance, logistics, and contracting functions. This assistance can be technical in nature, such as testing and evaluation conducted by Army engineers, or more functional/process oriented, such as the evaluation of contracting provisions by personnel in the contracting function.

There are three major training programs that may have an effect on employee perspectives on reform: formal acquisition training, Integrated Product Team (IPT) training, and Road Show IV training.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Category</th>
<th>Variable Name</th>
<th>Variable Code</th>
<th>Type of Variable</th>
<th>Variable Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Career group</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>ENG</td>
<td>Dummy</td>
<td>1 if engineering, 0 if not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality assurance</td>
<td>QA</td>
<td>Dummy</td>
<td>1 if QA, 0 if not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Logistics</td>
<td>LOG</td>
<td>Dummy</td>
<td>1 if logistics, 0 if not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contracting</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>Dummy</td>
<td>1 if contracting, 0 if not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Military</td>
<td>MIL</td>
<td>Dummy</td>
<td>1 if military, 0 if not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Major and below</td>
<td>MAJ</td>
<td>Dummy</td>
<td>1 if major or below, 0 if not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lieutenant colonel</td>
<td>LTC</td>
<td>Dummy</td>
<td>1 if lieutenant colonel, 0 if not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colonel</td>
<td>COL</td>
<td>Dummy</td>
<td>1 if colonel, 0 if not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade level</td>
<td>Lower-grade</td>
<td>LG</td>
<td>Dummy</td>
<td>1 if GS-12 or below, 0 if not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mid-grade</td>
<td>MG</td>
<td>Dummy</td>
<td>1 if GS-13 or GS-14, 0 if not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upper-grade</td>
<td>UG</td>
<td>Dummy</td>
<td>1 if GS-15 or above, 0 if not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>Under 20 years</td>
<td>UND20</td>
<td>Dummy</td>
<td>1 if under 20 years' experience, 0 if not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Over 20 years</td>
<td>OVR20</td>
<td>Dummy</td>
<td>1 if over 20 years' experience, 0 if not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Program management</td>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Dummy</td>
<td>1 if in PM office, 0 if not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matrix organization</td>
<td>MATRIX</td>
<td>Dummy</td>
<td>1 if in matrix organization, 0 if not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Acquisition training</td>
<td>AQTRAIN</td>
<td>Dummy</td>
<td>1 if had acquisition training, 0 if not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IPT training</td>
<td>IPT</td>
<td>Dummy</td>
<td>1 if had IPT training, 0 if not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Road Show IV training</td>
<td>RS4</td>
<td>Dummy</td>
<td>1 if had Road Show IV training, 0 if not</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Formal acquisition training is conducted through the Defense Acquisition University and most commonly by the Defense Systems Management College (DSMC). These courses train employees on how to manage and operate within the defense acquisition system. The Army is currently encouraging the use of IPTs in the acquisition process and a series of training programs under way to encourage the various functions involved in the acquisition process to cooperate and "team." Finally, the Army has instituted a series of Road Show training programs to advance its reform agenda. One of these programs—Road Show IV—was directed at training employees how to discontinue using milspecs and standards and how to rewrite them into performance-based specifications. The effects of each of these training programs on reform behavior and its determinants were examined.

Do career group, rank, grade level, experience, organizational affiliation, and training matter in determining attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control? In other words, is there significant variation in these factors as a function of these external variables? Demonstrating the relationship between specific external variables and the five indicator variables (A1 and A2, S, and P1 and P2), Table A.7 shows the results of regressions of the indicator variables on the complete set of external variables shown in Table A.6. Since the independent variables are dummy variables indicating membership in a given group, the change in the dependent variable associated with any given independent variable is relative to an excluded group. These excluded groups are:

- The effect of civilian career fields of engineering, quality assurance, logistics, or contracting is relative to military personnel (e.g., compared to the average value of attitude measure one for a member of the military, an engineer has an average attitude measure one score that is 0.74 lower).

---

8 Ideally, the relationship between external variables and the single ATT, SN, and PBC factors should be examined. Due to limitations in the EQS software, factor scores for ATT and PBC could not be generated, so direct relationships between the external variables and the factors could not be estimated. As a consequence, the effect of external variables on each of the relevant indicator variables (A1, A2, P1, and P2) is calculated instead.
• The effect of being a lieutenant colonel or a colonel is relative to major or below.
• The effect of mid- or upper-grade civilian is relative to lower-grade civilian.
• The effect of having over 20 years’ experience is relative to under 20 years’ experience.
• The effect of affiliation with the PM office is relative to matrix organization affiliation.
• The effect of the three training variables is relative to not having participated in the training programs.

These results show that several career groups are associated with lower values for attitude measures one and two, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control measures one and two. Overall, the rank and grade-level groupings do not seem to be significantly associated with differences in the indicator variables. Having over 20 years’ experience is associated with a significant reduction in the level of both attitude measures. Affiliation with program management (PM) is associated with significantly higher scores for the attitude and subjective norm measures.

Participation in acquisition training programs, most commonly Defense Systems Management College (DSMC) or other Defense Acquisition University (DAU) courses, is significantly related only to a reduction in perceived behavioral control measure two. Taking IPT

---

9 Specifically, engineers are related to lower values for all indicator variables (except P1) in comparison to military personnel. Quality assurance (QA) and logistics personnel, when compared to military personnel, are related to significantly lower values reported across all indicator variables. Contracting personnel are not significantly different from military personnel in their attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control levels.

10 There are some significant relationships, but only colonels are associated with significantly lower perceived behavioral control measure two scores compared to majors and below, mid-grade civilians are associated with significantly lower perceived behavioral control measure two scores compared to lower-grade civilians, and upper-grade civilians are associated with lower subjective norm scores than lower-grade civilians.
### Table A.7

Prediction of Reform ATT, SN, and PBC by External Variables: Regression Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>External Variable</th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Career group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>-0.74**</td>
<td>-0.73**</td>
<td>-0.66**</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>-0.49**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality assurance</td>
<td>-1.59**</td>
<td>-1.79**</td>
<td>-1.22**</td>
<td>-0.73**</td>
<td>-1.37**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics</td>
<td>-0.75**</td>
<td>-0.82**</td>
<td>-0.49**</td>
<td>-0.38*</td>
<td>-0.62**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contracting</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lt. colonel</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colonel</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.81**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-grade</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.22*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper-grade</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.47**</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 20 years</td>
<td>-0.43**</td>
<td>-0.32**</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>-0.26*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program management</td>
<td>0.28**</td>
<td>0.24**</td>
<td>0.26**</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisition training</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-0.22*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPT training</td>
<td>0.25**</td>
<td>0.26**</td>
<td>0.18*</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road Show IV</td>
<td>0.35**</td>
<td>0.19*</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.86**</td>
<td>1.21*</td>
<td>1.29**</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.58**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-statistic</td>
<td>15.11**</td>
<td>17.17**</td>
<td>9.15**</td>
<td>3.22**</td>
<td>8.50**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample size</td>
<td>1,653</td>
<td>1,653</td>
<td>1,653</td>
<td>1,653</td>
<td>1,653</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p > .05.

**p > .01.

aRelative to military personnel.
bRelative to majors and below.
cRelative to lower grades (GS-12) and below.
dRelative to less than 20 years’ experience in acquisition.
eRelative to matrix (non-PM) personnel.
fRelative to not having specified training.
training is associated with a significant increase in the attitude and subjective norm scores. In addition, having participated in Road Show IV is associated with significant increases in both measures of reform attitude.

Collapsing the external variables made up of more than one subgroup, Table A.8 shows the joint significance of the career group, rank, grade-level, and training variables in predicting the levels of the indicator variables (measures of attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control). The table reports F-tests of the joint significance of these variables in the prediction of the indicator variables. The career groups, jointly, are significantly related to all indicator variables (p > .01). The rank and grade-level variables, however, are lower. The rank variables are jointly significantly related to perceived behavioral control measure two only (p > .05). Grade level is jointly significantly related to subjective norm only (p > .05). The training variables are jointly significantly related to both attitude variables (p > .01).

Table A.8
F-Tests of Joint Significance of External Variable Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Career group variables</td>
<td>24.88**</td>
<td>32.09**</td>
<td>13.91**</td>
<td>6.63**</td>
<td>18.05**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military rank variables</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>4.19*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil grade-level variables</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>3.91*</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 20 years</td>
<td>10.10**</td>
<td>6.98**</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>4.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program management</td>
<td>7.96**</td>
<td>7.83**</td>
<td>11.33**</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training variables</td>
<td>7.25**</td>
<td>5.69**</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p > .05.
**p > .01.

11IPT training is discussed in more detail in Chapter Ten. The IPT training dummy variable is based on participation in training programs provided by any one of four sources: DSMC/DAU IPT training, externally provided (consultants, colleges, etc.), contractor-provided (prime contractors on a system), or internally provided (program office or buying command sponsored).

12The term p > .01 says that a test, such as the F-test or t-test, is significant at the 1 percent level. The term p > .05 says that a test is significant at the 5 percent level.
In addition, Table A.8 shows that experience level is significantly related to both attitude measures. Organizational affiliation is significantly related to attitude and subjective norm measures (p > .01, on the three indicator variables).

The primary objective of this section was to identify those external variables important in determining the level of reform attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control. Since the relationship between external variables and variation in these latent variables estimated in the LVM model could not be explicitly done, we have had to examine the relationship with each of the relevant indicator variables. How should one determine whether or not an external variable is important, especially if a variable is related to one indicator of a latent variable but not the other? This study uses a conservative approach to identify those external variables with an important effect on attitude, subjective norm, or perceived behavioral control. Only those external variables that are highly significant (p > .01) in the prediction of all indicators of a latent variable are identified as important. Using this rule of thumb, we conclude that career group is important in the prediction of each latent variable: attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control. Experience is important for attitude; organizational affiliation (PM versus non-PM) is important for attitude and subjective norm; and training is important for attitude.
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